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Abstract

Solar energy conversion is a promising way to provide future energy demand since it is a clean energy. Unfortunately, the photovoltaic (PV) conversion of the solar energy is expensive, therefore, making attempts to increase the efficiency of PV is essential. A conventional single junction solar cell presents an efficiency limit that is determined by the Shockley-Queisser detailed balance principle (i.e. 40.7% under full sun concentration). The limit comes from the fact that only photons with energy close to the energy bandgap are efficiently converted. Below energy gap, photons are not absorbed since the cell is transparent to them and high energy photons only contribute part of their energy that is equal to the energy bandgap. Many concepts have been developed in order to increase the efficiency limit of solar cells. Among them the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) has gained considerable attention. In principle, IBSCs have the potential to overcome Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit of single junction solar cells by providing high current while preserving large voltage. The theoretical limit calculated for an ideal IBSC under full sun concentration is 63.1%.

One of the most promising ways to realize the IBSC is to incorporate a QD superlattice in the active region of p-i-n single junction solar cells. The nano-size QDs behave like 3D potential well for the carriers and create discrete energy levels within the forbidden bandgap that allows sub-bandgap photon absorption. Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) growth mode (also called 'layer-plus-island growth') is one of the most common methods to fabricate QDs. This method has been used in many experimental studies for InAs/GaAs heteroepitaxial system which has lattice mismatch of 7.2%. Although InAs/GaAs is not an optimal material system for the IBSC performance, its properties and parameters are well reported in literature compared to other material systems.

The drift-diffusion model is the most widely used mathematical approach to describe semiconductor devices. However, in case of quantum dot solar cells, the physics
governing the device performance is not sufficiently covered and up to now, modeling of QDSCs has been treated as IBSC modeling through detailed balance principle and semi-analytical or numerical drift diffusion approaches. In this dissertation, QDSCs are investigated in detail by numerical simulation using a QD-aware physics-based model. The influence of selective doping in QDSCs is investigated considering different scenarios in terms of crystal quality. Regarding high-quality crystal, close to radiative limit, large open circuit voltage recovery is predicted in doped cells, due to the suppression of radiative recombination through QD ground state. In case of defective crystal, significant photovoltage recovery is also attained owing to the suppression of both non-radiative and QD ground state radiative recombination. The interplay between non-radiative and QD radiative recombination channels, and their interplay with respect to doping are analyzed in detail. Moreover, a numerical study on the influence of wetting layer states on the photovoltage loss of InAs/GaAs quantum dot solar cells is presented. Almost full open circuit voltage recovery is predicted by combining wetting layer reduction and selective doping.

After investigating the inherent limitations of InAs/GaAs QD solar cells regarding realization of the IBSC, a brief description of QDs with type-II staggered band alignment based on GaSb/GaAs material systems (whose interband and intraband dynamics are more promising in view of attaining the IB operating regime) is given and a preliminary study of the competition between thermal and optical escape processes is presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nano scale semiconductor devices have been investigated intensively over the last two decades because of their potential to be the next generation technology. Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) exhibit many unique electrical and optical properties due to their 3D quantum confinement. Unlike bulk semiconductors, the 0D QDs have quantized energy levels and localized carrier states. The carriers may be captured into or escape from the confined states via scattering and the net effect is the relaxation of carriers into quasi-equilibrium distribution [1]. QDs have high tunability and sensitivity with respect to their size and morphology that allow for engineering their electrical and optical properties [2]. Until early 1990s, the study of QDs was mainly theoretical due to the lack of feasible fabrication process. Thanks to the significance advancement in epitaxial growth techniques [3–5], QDs attracted attention from the experimental prospect and are successfully fabricated in lasers, photodetectors and solar cells.

In QD lasers, the benefit of QDs comes from the ability to focus the injected carriers in a narrow energy range that induces larger dependence of the optical gain on the injection current while the transparency current is reduced [6]. In quantum dot infrared photodetectors (QDIP), the tunability of the detection wavelength range via QD parameter engineering [7] and higher radiation tolerance due to localization of carriers [8] gain interest. Moreover, the 3D confinement of carriers provides low dark current and higher operating temperature because of the weak thermionic emission of carriers from the QDs [9, 10].

Quantum dot solar cells (QDSC) have been studied in order to improve the conversion efficiency by extending the spectral photoresponse of the cell. The QD system
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with discrete density of states, can potentially be used to form three quasi-Fermi levels as required by the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) theory [11]. Although, the energy gaps of InAs/GaAs material system are far from the optimum ones requested by an ideal IBSC, most of the investigations were based on this material system due to their well-known growth process and parameters with respect to other systems. The schematic diagram in figure 1.1 represents the theoretical (detailed balance) efficiency of a single junction solar cell and the IBSC with ideal and InAs/GaAs like band gaps. The experimental records of single junction cell and InAs/GaAs QDSC are also reported in the figure.

![Fig. 1.1 Theoretical efficiency of bulk and QDSC along with the experimental records under one sun illumination.](image)

Theoretically, the IBSC with InAs/GaAs bandgaps has the potential to overcome the GaAs bulk cell efficiency, however, there are few studies that report improved performance of QDSC with respect to their bulk counterparts [12, 13]. Most of the studies, even though demonstrated subband gap absorption, they could not reveal any improvement in terms of conversion efficiency. The frequent obstacle they encounter was that the weak short circuit current enhancement was accompanied by severe open circuit voltage drop.

The first chapter provides a background on the physics of IBSCs and an overview of the IBSCs models available in the literature. The second chapter is dedicated to the description of the model used in this thesis followed by a case study of one of the best QDSC reported in [14, 13] with the aim of studying the influence of geometrical and technological parameters on the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$). The third chapter is devoted to the investigation of charged QDSC since selective doping has been proposed to mitigate open circuit voltage reduction [15–17]. We will show how
doping can influence the cell performance at open circuit and how it can provide improvement in terms of efficiency with respect to the undoped QDSC. In chapter 4, the influence of the wetting layer (WL) on the electronic structure and open circuit voltage is investigated. Finally, in chapter 5 a brief description of type-II GaSb/GaAs material system, whose interband and intraband dynamics are more promising in view of attaining the IB operating regime, is given and a preliminary study of the competition between thermal and optical escape processes in GaSb/GaAs quantum dot solar cells is presented [18].

1.1 Intermediate band solar cell thermodynamics

The story of improving the efficiency of solar cells via multiple absorption transitions in a single material goes back to 1960 when sequential absorption via defect levels was proposed [19]. However, the topic attracted attention when Luque and Martí [11] have proposed intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) concept in 1997. The difference between the two approaches is that unlike impurity band, the IB should reduce non radiative transition rates that are likely to be promoted in impurity band solar cells [20, 21].

In principle, IBSCs have the potential to overcome Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit of single junction solar cells. SQ limit determines the upper bound of the conversion efficiency of a single junction solar cell by assuming all the transitions to be radiative, full absorption of above bandgap photons, and infinite mobility of carriers so that they are all collected by the contacts. The maximum value of SQ conversion efficiency is reported to be around 31% for material with energy bandgap of around 1.3 eV [22]. The best realized single junction solar cell close to this limit is a thin-film GaAs solar cell with efficiency record of 28.8% [23]. The fundamental loss in SQ detailed balance limit comes from the trade-off between carrier thermalization and optical transparency which will be translated to the trade-off between current and voltage in terms of photovoltaic parameters [24]. The current voltage curves of three SQ solar cell are presented in figure 1.2, showing that the cell with small bandgap material promotes high current but low voltage while the cell with large bandgap yields low current but high voltage. In principle, the JV curve of an IBSC, as shown in the figure, has to provide high current while preserving large voltage. The schematic diagram of an IBSC is presented in figure 1.3. The current promotion with respect to
the SQ cell with the same optical bandgap is due to the additional sequential optical transitions via IB denoted by \( G_{IC} \) and \( G_{VI} \). Voltage preservation is due to the fact that the contacts are made to CB and VB. Note that thermal equilibrium does not exist between the bands because of their electrochemical potential difference. The marginally voltage reduction in IBSC is due to the transitions occurring through the IB denoted by \( R_{IC} \) and \( R_{VI} \).

Fig. 1.2 Taken from [24]. Current-voltage curves of an IBSC and two SQ solar cells with absorption thresholds corresponding to the lowest and highest energy gaps in the IBSC.

![Current-voltage curves](image)

Fig. 1.3 IBSC schematic diagram and the theoretical transitions involved.

![IBSC schematic diagram](image)

Figure 1.4 represents the efficiency of the IBSC with respect to the IB energy position \( E_l \). The figure highlights the potential of the IBSC with respect to single junction solar cell in terms of conversion efficiency. The corresponding values of energy bandgap are also reported in the graph. The maximum theoretical efficiency of an IBSC having ideal bandgaps of \( E_l = 0.71 \) eV, \( E_h = 1.24 \) eV and \( E_g = 1.96 \) eV.
has been demonstrated to be 63.1% under full sun concentration [11].

Fig. 1.4 Taken from [11]. Efficiency of the IBSC as a function of lowest gap $E_l$ under full sun concentration. The values above each node is the corresponding energy bandgap $E_g$ of the host material. The efficiency of a single gap solar cell is also shown.

### 1.2 Interband optical absorption

Following the formulation presented in [24], under illumination the net optical absorption rate $W_{VC}$ is the difference between absorption $r_a (\hbar \omega)$ and emission rates $r_e (\hbar \omega)$ with units in cm$^{-3}$s$^{-1}$.

$$W_{VC} = r_a (\hbar \omega) - r_e (\hbar \omega) \quad (1.1)$$

Where $\omega$ is the angular frequency, and $\hbar$ is the reduced Plank constant. Since optical transitions in semiconductor result in negligible change in k space and there is a unique correspondence between photon energy and location in k-space the absorption and emission rates can be written as follows.

$$r_a (\hbar \omega) = n_g (\hbar \omega) M (\epsilon', \hbar \omega) n_\alpha (\epsilon') n_{\alpha}(\epsilon' + \hbar \omega) \quad (1.2)$$
\[ r_e (h\omega) = n_\gamma (h\omega) M (\epsilon' , h\omega) n_u (\epsilon') n_o (\epsilon' + h\omega) \]  (1.3)

Where \( n_\gamma \) is the photon density, \( \epsilon' \) is the energy state, and \( n_o \) and \( n_u \) are the occupied and unoccupied carriers population, respectively. \( M \) is the interband momentum matrix in order to ensure the conservation of momentum. In fact, each element of the matrix \( M \) represents a combination of states which is non-zero only for the transitions which preserve momentum. In above equations, \( \epsilon' + h\omega \) is the final energy state after the transition. Carrier population is a function of carrier density of states \( g_v \) and \( g_c \) and their Fermi-Dirac occupancy functions \( f_v (\epsilon) \) and \( f_c (\epsilon) \) respectively. Thus the net absorption can be rewritten as

\[ W_{VC} = n_\gamma (h\omega) M (\epsilon' , h\omega) g_v (\epsilon') g_c (\epsilon' + h\omega) \times (f_v (\epsilon') - f_c (\epsilon' + h\omega)) \]  (1.4)

Strong absorption requires the lower states to be full and the higher states to be empty. However, the IB has to support two sequential transition both in-to and out-of the same state. Since the two transitions are series conducted, the expression \( f_v (\epsilon') - f_c (\epsilon' + h\omega) \) has to be carefully taken into account and the requirement for matching the two currents corresponding to these transitions is to design the IB to be half filled so that the corresponding currents obtained from the two in-to and out-of the IB processes match.

1.3 Photo filling

Poisson equation is used to determine the electrostatic potential of a solar cell in steady-state.

\[ \nabla \cdot (\epsilon \nabla \psi) = -\rho \]  (1.5)

Where, \( \epsilon \) is the dielectric constant and \( \rho \) is the total charge density. In order to assess an accurate potential profile, one has to take IB charges into account since the IB introduce additional states within the forbidden gap that may become charged. To this aim, the process of capturing and escaping of charges from this level and their influence on the potential profile have to be considered.

In the drift-diffusion method, the continuity equations are solved to compute the
current.

\[ \nabla \cdot J_e = qR \quad (1.6) \]

\[ \nabla \cdot J_h = -qR \quad (1.7) \]

Where, \( J_e \) and \( J_h \) are the electron and hole current density (A cm\(^{-2}\)), \( q \) is the elementary charge (C) and \( R \) is the recombination rate (cm\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\)). Doping also plays a significant role due to the modification of IB charges and extraction efficiency. To illustrate the influence of doping on the potential profile and cell performance the drift-diffusion simulation results from [25] is presented in figures 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7. Figure 1.5 and 1.6 represent the IBSC potential profile at short circuit for undoped and doped cell, respectively. The potential profiles are reported in three conditions: (a) equilibrium, (b) one sun illumination and (c) 1000 suns concentration. The undoped cell in equilibrium has a profile similar to a p-i-n junction since the depletion region spreads over the IB region. The doped cell on the other hand behaves like p-n\(^{-}\)-n junction due to the increase of charges in the active region (IB region). Moreover, in both figures the change in potential profile is significant when the cell is illuminated which is a consequence of IB photogeneration. At high concentration the IB quasi-fermi level reaches the IB band edge (\( E_l \)) showing that at high concentration the difference between \( E_l \) and \( E_{Fl} \) does not depend on doping. The behavior of the solar cell performance parameters (short circuit current \( J_{sc} \), open circuit voltage \( V_{oc} \) and efficiency \( \eta \)) with respect to the sun concentration from [25] are shown in figure 1.7. In addition to the large enhancement of IBSC performance with respect to single junction cells, the study also confirms that at high concentration the performance parameters have no dependence on doping.
Fig. 1.5 Taken from [25]. Band profile of an IBSC in short-circuit condition along x-direction with undoped IB in three conditions: (a) in equilibrium, (b) under 1 sun illumination, and (c) under 1000 suns illumination. $E_C$ and $E_V$ represent the band edge of CB and VB, respectively, and $E_l$ is that of IB. $E_{FC}$, $E_{FI}$, and $E_{FV}$ are the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons in CB, IB and of holes in VB, respectively.
Fig. 1.6 Taken from [25]. Band profile of an IBSC in short-circuit condition along x-direction with doped IB in three conditions: (a) in equilibrium, (b) under 1 sun illumination, and (c) under 1000 suns illumination. $E_C$ and $E_V$ represent the band edge of CB and VB, respectively, and $E_I$ is that of IB. $E_{FC}$, $E_{FI}$, and $E_{FV}$ are the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons in CB, IB and of holes in VB, respectively.
1.4 Interband recombination

Intraband recombination is another important aspect of the IBSC since fast interband recombination limits the efficiency of the cell by reducing the population of carriers in the IB [24]. Assuming the cell to be at radiative limit (without non-radiative recombination), the intraband recombination can be presented as the spontaneous emission rate ($r_{sp}$) that is proportional to the density of photon states ($g_\gamma$) and the integration over carriers that can participate in transitions that would conserve energy and momentum. The conservation of energy can be ensured by evaluating the final state at energy $\varepsilon' + \hbar \omega$. Assuming negligible change in k-space in optical transitions, the spontaneous emission rate can be written as

$$r_{sp}(\hbar \omega) = g_\gamma(\hbar \omega) M(\varepsilon', \hbar \omega) n_u(\varepsilon') n_o(\varepsilon' + \hbar \omega)$$  (1.8)

Where $n_o$ and $n_u$ being the occupied and unoccupied carrier population, respectively. $M$ being interband momentum matrix in order to ensure the conservation of momentum. The total recombination can be derived by integrating over the all possible energies.

$$R_{sp}(\hbar \omega) = \int_0^\infty r_{sp}(\hbar \omega) d(\hbar \omega)$$  (1.9)
1.5 Review of literature models

The most commonly used model for integrated recombination rate is the bimolecular recombination equation.

\[ R_{sp}(\hbar\omega) = B (n_0 + \Delta n) (p_0 + \Delta p) \quad (1.10) \]

Where \( B \) is the spontaneous emission coefficient (cm\(^{-6}\)s\(^{-1}\)). \( n_0 \) and \( p_0 \) are the equilibrium carrier concentrations (cm\(^{-3}\)), \( \Delta n \) and \( \Delta p \) are the excess carriers (cm\(^{-3}\)) with respect to the equilibrium condition. In the low injection limit, carrier lifetime can be derived from the rate equation for the excess carriers.

\[ \tau_{rad} = \frac{1}{B(n_0 + p_0)} \quad (1.11) \]

Equation 1.11 draws special attention to the dependency of radiative lifetime on equilibrium concentration in a degenerate semiconductor. Accordingly, doping significantly affect the radiative recombination lifetime. In addition to equilibrium carrier concentration, the radiative lifetime also depends on the absorption coefficient through the \( B \) coefficient. In general, semiconductor with high absorption coefficient also yields fast radiative recombination. From the application of the detailed balance, assuming that in equilibrium the photon emission rate is the same as the absorption rate, the \( B \) coefficient can be calculated from the absorption coefficient spectrum according to [26]

\[ B = \frac{8\pi}{\hbar^2 c^2} \int_{E_g}^{\infty} \alpha(E) E^2 \frac{1}{\exp\left(\frac{E}{k_B T}\right) - 1} \quad (1.12) \]

1.5 Review of literature models

Modeling of QDSCs has been treated as IBSC modeling through detailed balance principle [27–29] and semi analytical or numerical drift diffusion approaches [25, 30, 31, 29, 32, 33]. While all these studies treated the QDs as a single discrete energy level corresponding to the QD ground state, Strandberg and Reenaas [34] modeled the IBSC through detailed balance principle and took the transitions among multiple states into account. Martí et al. [33] modeled the IBSC adopting quasi-drift diffusion model that holds under quasi-charge neutrality assumption. In that study the total current was assumed to be prevailed by the diffusion component and the
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Equations were solved by applying the low-injection approximation. Lin and Phillips [32] numerically investigated the IBSC through the drift-diffusion approach and clarified the behavior of the potential profile with respect to the IB filling at short circuit. However, the dependence of the optical generation on IB occupancy was neglected in their model. Yoshida et al. [31] included the dependency of carrier generation and recombination on the IB occupancy in a drift-diffusion simulation. The study highlighted the role of IB occupancy and demonstrated the modification of the potential profile when accounting for IB occupancy. Strandberg and Reenaas [29] studied the comparison between prefilled (doping) and photofilled intermediate level in an IBSC at radiative limit with a similar approach to the one in [33]. Tobias et al. [30] developed an IBSC drift diffusion simulator accounting for non radiative recombination and illustrated the essence of having partially filled IB in order to limit the thermal coupling between IB and host bands.

Models of IBSCs usually neglect thermally activated transitions and thus have limited application to the analysis and design of practical devices. To fill this gap, we use a drift-diffusion based model of QD solar cells [35] which includes a proper treatment of quantum carrier capture and escape and proven its ability to explain inherent limitations and experimental results of InAs/GaAs QD solar cells.
Chapter 2

The Model

The drift-diffusion model is the most widely used mathematical approach to describe semiconductor devices. However, in some cases, for instance quantum dot devices, the physics governing the device performance are not sufficiently covered in this model. In this chapter, first, the model proposed by Gioannini et al. [35] is described. Then, it is applied to a real case study that was investigated in experimental works by Bailey et al. [14, 13] and Hubbard et al. [36] in order to validate the model and also to analyze the influence of few technological parameters.

2.1 Quantum dot solar cell physics-based model

QD based solar cells usually exploit a p-n or p-i-n structure with a region including a periodic stack of QD layers with certain (typically $10^{10} - 10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$) in-plane density. QDs are assumed as single nodes with local capture range that is empirically related to the physical thickness of the wetting layer (WL) as will be discussed later. The model does not account for the in-plane coupling since a QD solar cell may work as an IBSC regardless of formation of a miniband [37]. In figure 2.1 the energy band diagram of a quantum dot p-i-n device along with the energy states and the involved interband and intersubband transitions is shown. Growing quantum dots embedded in a semiconductor barrier introduces sub-bandgap discrete energy levels for electrons and holes due to the 3D carrier confinement. These energy states are 0-D bound states, namely ground state (GS), excited states (ES), and a quasi 2-D wetting layer (WL). The relative energy separation of these states depends on the size,
materials involved, the growth process and the lattice strain caused by QD assembling. This energy discretization and its influence cannot be investigated through the drift-diffusion model alone unless solving Schrödinger’s equation self-consistently with the drift-diffusion model which does not have a reasonable computation cost.

In order to carry out a detailed study of quantum dot solar cells, the QD physics-based model proposed in [35] is used. In the model, the classical drift-diffusion equations for transport of bulk carriers are coupled with a set of rate equations describing the quantum dot carrier dynamics. The model accounts for band to band charge transfer for photogeneration and recombination whereas, the charge transfer between subband energy states happens through cascaded intersubband capture and relaxation. Intersubband optical processes have been neglected for InAs/GaAs material system since their contribution are negligible at room temperature [38]. The intersubband optical transitions become important when considering other material systems with relatively higher energy band separations in which the thermal transitions are suppressed [18]. The carrier transport within the device is modeled by drift-diffusion equations that relate 3D bulk carrier volume densities $n$ and $p$, 2D sublevel carrier surface densities $n_k$ and $p_k$ ($k$ being GS, ES or WL) in each dot and the electrostatic potential $\phi$. The WL state is treated as 0-D state with high degeneracy factor accounting for the quasi 2-D density of states of the WL and QD weakly confined states. The coupling between the QD layers is neglected.
and assumed to be suppressed by the barrier between the two layers. Under such hypothesis, the QDSC operates as follows: electron and holes are photogenerated in the barrier and QD states by above and below energy gap photons, respectively. Charge transfer between continuum and bound states is characterized by capture and escape processes through the WL. In the barrier carriers move by drift-diffusion and when they reach within the interaction range of the QD region (a few nm), they can be either emitted through the QD layer or captured in QD states. Dually, confined carriers may escape from QD states through thermal emission to the WL and from the WL to the barrier. Electric field assisted mechanisms is also neglected because, in case of InAs/GaAs QD material system, thermal emission is so efficient that the inclusion of electric field assisted mechanism does not have any significant influence on the results.

1. Current equations

\[ J_n = -qn(x) \mu_n \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} + qD_n \frac{dn}{dx} \]

\[ J_p = -qp(x) \mu_p \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} - qD_p \frac{dp}{dx} \]

2. Continuity equations

\[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{q} \frac{\partial J_n}{\partial x} - U_n^B + G_{ph}^B - \sum_i \left( R_{n,\text{cap}}^{B \rightarrow WL,i} - R_{n,\text{esc}}^{WL,i \rightarrow B} \right) \delta(x - x_i) \]

\[ \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} = - \frac{1}{q} \frac{\partial J_p}{\partial x} - U_p^B + G_{ph}^B - \sum_i \left( R_{p,\text{cap}}^{B \rightarrow WL,i} - R_{p,\text{esc}}^{WL,i \rightarrow B} \right) \delta(x - x_i) \]

3. Poisson’s equation

\[ \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial x^2} = - \frac{q}{\varepsilon} \left( p - n + N \sum_{i,k} \left( p_{k,i} - n_{k,i} \right) \delta(x - x_i) \right) \]
Where $U_{Bn}$ is the net band to band recombination rate (cm$^{-3}$s$^{-1}$), $G_{ph}^{B}$ is the band to band photogeneration rate (cm$^{-3}$s$^{-1}$), $N$ is the net doping and index $i$ identifies the QD $i$th layer. Charge transfer processes involving 3D bulk states and QD states take place at QD layer position $x_i$ and described by per-unit-area (cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$) electron capture rate $R_{n,cap}^{B_{i\rightarrow WL}}$ and escape rate $R_{n,esc}^{WL_{i\rightarrow B}}$. The continuity equations describe the change in carrier densities over time resulting from the difference between the incoming and outgoing charges plus the net generation-recombination contributions plus the net escape rate from QD into barrier.

In the current equations the current density $J$ consists of two terms. One is related to the motion of charged carriers under the effect of electric field, which is called drift current component and it is proportional to the applied electric field $E$ (Vcm$^{-1}$), the mobility of carriers $\mu$ (cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$) and the charge volume density $n$ or $p$ (cm$^{-3}$). The second term which is called diffusion current component is related to the motion of carriers due to the thermal energy, $kT$, which causes carriers to spread out or redistributed even when no field is applied. The net diffusion current is zero unless a carrier gradient is present that leads to flow of carriers from region of higher concentration to lower one. Therefore, this term is proportional to carrier gradient $\frac{dn}{dx}$ and diffusivity $D$ (cm$^2$s$^{-1}$). Diffusivity $D$ and mobility $\mu$ are related through Einstein’s relation

$$D = \mu \frac{kT}{q} \tag{2.1}$$

$U_{Bn}$ includes both radiative and non-radiative recombination. Radiative recombination is modeled as:

$$U_{B,r} = B (np - n_i^2) \tag{2.2}$$

Where $B$ is the spontaneous emission coefficient (cm$^{-6}$s$^{-1}$) and $n_i$ is the thermal equilibrium carrier density (cm$^{-3}$).

Non-radiative recombination follows Shockley-Read-Hall theory:

$$U_{B,nr} = \frac{(np - n_i^2)}{\tau_p (n + n_1) + \tau_n (p + p_1)} \tag{2.3}$$

Where $\tau_{n(p)}$ is the SRH recombination lifetime, $n$ and $p$ are the carrier densities and $n_1, p_1$ are the electron and hole densities when Fermi level corresponds to the trap
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energy level:

\[ n_1 = n_{i,\text{eff}} \exp \left( \frac{E_{\text{trap}}}{kT} \right) \]  

(2.4)

and:

\[ p_1 = n_{i,\text{eff}} \exp \left( -\frac{E_{\text{trap}}}{kT} \right) \]  

(2.5)

The rate equations governing the subband populations in the \( i \)th quantum dot layer are described as following forms:

\[
\frac{\partial n_{\text{WL},i}}{\partial t} = R_{n,\text{cap}}^{\text{WL} \rightarrow \text{B}} - R_{n,\text{esc}}^{\text{WL} \rightarrow \text{B}} - R_{n,\text{cap}}^{\text{WL} \rightarrow \text{ES},i} + R_{n,\text{esc}}^{\text{WL} \rightarrow \text{ES},i} - U^{\text{WL},i} + G_{\text{ph}}^{\text{WL} \rightarrow i} \]  

(2.6)

\[
\frac{\partial n_{\text{ES},i}}{\partial t} = R_{n,\text{cap}}^{\text{ES},i \rightarrow \text{WL},i} - R_{n,\text{esc}}^{\text{ES},i \rightarrow \text{WL},i} - R_{n,\text{cap}}^{\text{ES} \rightarrow \text{GS},i} + R_{n,\text{esc}}^{\text{ES} \rightarrow \text{GS},i} - U^{\text{ES},i} + G_{\text{ph}}^{\text{ES} \rightarrow i} \]  

(2.7)

\[
\frac{\partial n_{\text{GS},i}}{\partial t} = R_{n,\text{cap}}^{\text{GS},i \rightarrow \text{ES},i} - R_{n,\text{esc}}^{\text{GS},i \rightarrow \text{ES},i} - U^{\text{GS},i} + G_{\text{ph}}^{\text{GS} \rightarrow i} \]  

(2.8)

Where \( n_{\text{GS},i}, n_{\text{ES},i} \) and \( n_{\text{WL},i} \) are the electron sheet densities in the GS, ES and WL. \( U^{k, i} \) and \( G_{\text{ph}}^{k, i} \) are net band to band recombination and photogeneration rates in \( k \)th state (\( k \) being B, GS, ES and WL). We assume Boltzmann statistics for the occupation of WL and bulk states, while for the QD confined states (GS and ES), Fermi-Dirac statistics was exploited. Capture and relaxation processes \( R_{n,\text{cap}}^{\gamma, i \rightarrow \gamma - 1, i} \) and \( R_{n,\text{esc}}^{\gamma - 1, i \rightarrow \gamma, i} \) of an electron between \( \gamma \) and \( \gamma - 1 \) states are formulated as:

\[
R_{n,\text{cap}}^{\gamma, i \rightarrow \gamma - 1, i} = \frac{N_{\gamma}}{\tau_{n,\text{cap}}^{\gamma, i}} f_{n,\gamma} (1 - f_{n,\gamma - 1}) \]  

(2.9)

\[
R_{n,\text{esc}}^{\gamma - 1, i \rightarrow \gamma, i} = \frac{N_{\gamma - 1}}{\tau_{n,\text{esc}}^{\gamma - 1, i}} f_{n,\gamma - 1} (1 - f_{n,\gamma}) \]  

(2.10)

With \( \gamma \) being B, WL, ES and \( f_{n,\gamma(\gamma - 1)} = n_{\gamma(\gamma - 1)}/N_{\gamma(\gamma - 1)} \) being the occupation probability of the state \( \gamma \) with effective density of states \( N_{\gamma} \). \( \tau_{n,\text{cap}}^{\gamma, i} \) and \( \tau_{n,\text{esc}}^{\gamma - 1, i} \) is the time constant for capture (escape) of electrons into (from) \( \gamma(\gamma - 1) \) state. The capture and escape time constants are generally position dependent through the dependence
on local carrier density and electric field. Moreover, carrier escape and capture processes between the 3D continuum state and 2D WL involves the evaluation of the equivalent sheet carrier density in the barrier states scattering with the WL states. This evaluation is done by introducing an effective bulk surface density given as $N_B = N_c t_{QD}$, where $N_c$ is the conduction band density of states and $t_{QD}$ is QD capture range which is empirically related to the physical thickness of the WL layer [39].

Respecting the detailed equilibrium principle, under thermal equilibrium the capture and escape rates between two states are equal

$$R_{\gamma,i \rightarrow \gamma^{-1},i} = R_{\gamma^{-1},i \rightarrow \gamma,i}$$

Therefore, the capture and escape time are related by:

$$\tau_{\gamma^{-1},i \rightarrow \gamma,i} = \frac{N_{\gamma^{-1},i \rightarrow \gamma,i}}{\gamma} \tau_{\gamma,i \rightarrow \gamma^{-1},i} \exp \left( \frac{E_{\gamma} - E_{\gamma^{-1}}}{kT} \right)$$

Finally, band to band recombination rate for the confined states is modeled as:

$$U_{\gamma,i} = \frac{N_{\gamma}}{\tau_{r,\gamma}} \left( f_{n,\gamma} f_{p,\gamma} - f^0_{n,\gamma} f^0_{p,\gamma} \right)$$

Where $f^0_{n,\gamma}$ and $f^0_{p,\gamma}$ are the thermal equilibrium occupation probability, $N_{\gamma}$ is the effective density of states and $\tau_{r,\gamma}$ is the radiative lifetime of the $\gamma$ state. Optical photogeneration is assumed to be an exponential decay of the optical intensity through the barrier which is characterized by the bulk optical absorption $\alpha_B(\lambda)$, and a finite transmittance of the dot layer induced by intraband transitions between the discrete levels. The QD transmittance is described as:

$$T_{QD}(\lambda) = 1 - \sigma_{QD}(\lambda) N_{QD}(\lambda) = [1 - \sum \sigma_{\gamma,i}(\lambda)] N_{QD}$$

Where $N_{QD}$ is the QD areal density (cm$^{-2}$) and $\sigma_{\gamma,i}$ is the per-dot cross-section which is calculated as a function of wavelength and occupation probability as follows:

$$\sigma_{\gamma,i}(\lambda) = \sigma_0 \left[ 1 - f^0_{n,\gamma} f^0_{p,\gamma} \right]$$
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Then optical generation rates are evaluated as:

\[ G_{\text{ph}}^B = \int_{\lambda} \eta_{\text{ill}} (\lambda) \alpha_B (\lambda) \Phi (\lambda, x) d\lambda \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

\[ G_{\text{ph}}^{\gamma,i} = \int_{\lambda} \eta_{\text{ill}} (\lambda) \sigma_{\gamma,i} (\lambda) N_{\text{QD}} \Phi (\lambda, x) d\lambda \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

Where \( \eta_{\text{ill}} (\lambda) \) accounts for the reflection loss at the input facet, \( \Phi (\lambda, x) \) is the spectral photon flux density \( (\text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \mu^{-1}) \) between two consecutive QD layer is given as:

\[ \Phi (\lambda, x) = \Phi (\lambda, x = 0) \exp (-\alpha_B (\lambda) x) \prod T_{\text{QD},i} (\lambda) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

Where the product accounts for the attenuation of the QD layers before the \( x \) section. A finite element model [40] has been adopted to implement the above formulation. The drift-diffusion model is discretized along the whole device, whereas a single mesh point is associated with each QD layer. The resulting system of discretized equations is then solved self-consistently using Newton-Raphson method.

2.2 Simulation of an undoped InAs/GaAs quantum dot solar cell

In this section the analysis of an undoped InAs/GaAs QDSC is presented. The goal is to validate the model and also analyzing the influence of few technological and geometrical parameters such as QD areal density, number of QD stacks and intrinsic region (embedding QDs) thickness. The geometry of the investigated device is summarized in figure 2.2. The structure is similar to the one investigated in a number of experimental studies [14, 13, 36]: a p-i-n GaAs solar cell embedding 10 stacks of strained balance InAs QDs with high uniformity and areal density of \( 3.6 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-2} \) in the intrinsic region. The 100 nm intrinsic region is sandwiched between 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) n-doped \( (1 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}) \) and 500 nm p-doped \( (1 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}) \) GaAs. The cell also features two thin (50 nm) highly doped \( (5 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}) \) InGaP front and back surface layer and illuminated from the p-side. Wide bandgap materials are generally used for surface passivation to make potential barrier for minority carriers so that they are deflected away from the contacts [41].
In the model the transitions among QD subbands and continuum states are described by time constants $\tau_{\text{cap}}^k$ and $\tau_{\text{esc}}^k$. The electron capture and relaxation time constants are taken from [35] in which the QD subband capture time were estimated from fitting the measured data of an InAs/GaAs QD sample in [42] with time-domain solution of QD rate equations in [43]. The thermal-assisted escape time is then calculated according to equation 2.12. Concerning holes, due to the closely separated QD valence band states, their capture and relaxation are assumed to be fast processes with time constant on the order of 100 fs [35]. The energy position of the QD confined states and the wetting layer with respect to the continuum are extracted from the subband EQE peaks reported in [14]. Optical generation is computed by photon absorption using Beers law assuming exponential decay of the optical intensity through the barrier. The absorption coefficient of the QD states are shown in figure 2.3. Electron and hole low field mobility for GaAs are assumed to be $\mu_n = 8500 \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$ and $\mu_p = 400 \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$ respectively and high field velocity saturation is taken into account according to Caughey-Thomas model [44] with saturated velocity of $v_{n,\text{sat}} = 1 \times 10^7 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ and $v_{p,\text{sat}} = 8.37 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. Photon recycling is neglected in the simulation and the band-to-band recombination rate
is calculated using equation 2.2 with the radiative recombination constant $B = 7.2 \times 10^{-10} \text{cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}$ computed from the GaAs absorption spectrum according to "Van Roosbroeck-Shockley" relation [26]. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the current density-voltage (J-V) and external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the QDSC and reference bulk cell (without QDs) at room temperature. The measurements are taken from [14] in which ten-layer InAs/GaAs QDSC with optimized InAs coverage value (1.8 ML) as well as a 3D-modified strain balancing technique was reported to maintain open circuit voltage (at 994 mV) comparable to a control GaAs p-i-n solar cell. The simulation results are qualitatively in good agreement with the experimental one and, consistently with literature experimental data, the QDSC has slight improvement in terms of short circuit current ($J_{sc}$) and reduced open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) with respect to the bulk cell.

![Fig. 2.3 Wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient of GS, ES and WL states with wavelength peaks at 1035, 980 and 910 nm respectively. The absorption coefficient tail of the bulk GaAs is also presented.](image-url)
Fig. 2.4 Current density- voltage characteristic of the cell with and without QDs under AM0 solar illumination. The measurements are taken from [14]

Fig. 2.5 External quantum efficiency (EQE) of the cell with and without QDs. The inset is the subband regime in logarithmic scale. The measurements are taken from [14]
The small improvement in short circuit current which is also highlighted in EQE spectra can be understood by looking at the spatial distribution of QDs net carrier escape rate at short circuit condition. In the model, since the charge transfer between subband energy states is assumed to occur through cascaded intersubband capture and relaxation processes, the QD net escape rate is equal to the net escape rate from WL to continuum state \( R_{\text{esc}}^{\text{WL} \rightarrow \text{B}} = R_{\text{esc}}^{\text{WL}} - R_{\text{cap}}^{\text{B} \rightarrow \text{WL}} \). Figure 2.6 points out the positive electron net escape rate from QDs at short circuit condition meaning that the QDs are contributing to the current. Note that, since the QD layers are embedded in the intrinsic region which is characterized at short circuit by high electric field and almost unitary collection efficiency of photogenerated carriers, the positive carrier net escape rate allows QD photogenerated carriers to be collected in the bulk. Moreover, at short circuit recombination through the QD states is negligible and thermal escape almost equilibrates the QD photogeneration rate. This can be supported by looking at the QD states occupation probability at short circuit condition. Figure 2.7 shows almost two order of magnitude lower occupation probability of valence band states with respect to the conduction band states except for the QD layers near the p-emitter in which the occupation probability is higher because of hole injection from the p-side. The large difference between conduction band and valence band states is attributed to the faster hole dynamics with respect to the electrons due to the closely separated energy levels, meaning that once an e-h pair is generated the hole escapes out of the QD so fast so that it inhibits the band-to-band recombination and as a consequence, to balance with the generation, the electron also has to escape out [35].
Fig. 2.6 Bulk and QD photogeneration rate together with the electron net-escape rate from WL to the conduction band at short circuit under one sun AM0 illumination.

Fig. 2.7 Occupation probability of the electrons (red) and holes (blue) in the GS, ES and WL across the ten QD layers at short circuit condition under one sun AM0 illumination.
In contrast with the short circuit current improvement, figure 2.4 shows a reduction in open circuit voltage in the QDSC with respect to the reference bulk cell. The $V_{oc}$ penalty obtained from the simulation is in good agreement with the experimental one reported in [14]. In order to understand $V_{oc}$ degradation of the QDSC with respect to the reference cell, one can analyze the recombination mechanism at open circuit condition. The spatial distribution of net carrier capture and recombination rates at open circuit is plotted in figure 2.8. Recall that at short circuit, the effectiveness of carrier extraction out of the QDs was quantified by the net escape rate of electrons from WL to the bulk ($R_{esc}^{net} = R_{esc}^{WL\rightarrow B} - R_{esc}^{B\rightarrow WL}$). On the other hand, under forward bias the capture rate of carriers increases due to screening of the electric field and carrier injection from the doped regions that finally causes the carrier capture rate to dominate over the escape rate (see figure 2.9). In other words, at open circuit, QDs act as traps for carriers photogenerated in the bulk and reduce the total current. Concretely, at open circuit condition instead of negative net escape rate, the net capture rate can be defined as $R_{cap}^{net} = R_{cap}^{B\rightarrow WL} - R_{esc}^{WL\rightarrow B}$ as a positive value.

Fig. 2.8 Bulk radiative recombination rate along with the equivalent volume recombination and net capture rates of QD states at open circuit condition.
Fig. 2.9 Evolution of net escape rate from WL to the continuum state with respect to voltage.

Fig. 2.10 Occupation probability of the electrons (red) and holes (blue) in the GS, ES and WL across the ten QD layers of QDSC at open circuit.

Figure 2.8 points out the QD radiative recombination dominance in the intrinsic region. The increase of QD radiative recombination is the result of holes accumula-
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tion at open circuit (see figure 2.10). Since holes have lower mobility with respect to the electrons, they have larger probability to get captured by the QDs, therefore the enhancement of states occupation in the valence band with the voltage is more pronounced than in the conduction band. Finally, the open-circuit voltage condition is reached when all the carriers photogenerated in the GaAs are quickly captured into the WL states from where they relax down to the GS and recombine.

The evolution of equivalent QD radiative recombination current for each state with respect to the voltage is shown in Figure 2.11. The equivalent recombination currents are computed by integrating the recombination rates across the device as the voltage changes. The figure highlights the dominance of GS radiative recombination over other states (ES and WL).

![Figure 2.11: Evolution of radiative recombination through each state of QDs with respect to the voltage.](image)

2.2.1 Influence of bulk non-radiative recombination

In our model non-radiative recombination is taken into account by defining an equivalent SRH lifetime $\tau_{SRH}$ as a representative of the crystal quality (ideal cell at
The Model

radiative limit has \( \tau_{SRH} = \infty \). Following Shockley-Read-Hall theory [45] we have:

\[
U_{B,nt} = \frac{(np - n_i^2)}{(n + n_1) \tau_p + (p + p_1) \tau_n}
\]

(2.19)

with:

\[
n_1 = n_{i,\text{eff}} \exp \left( \frac{E_{\text{trap}}}{kT} \right)
\]

(2.20)

and:

\[
p_1 = n_{i,\text{eff}} \exp \left( \frac{-E_{\text{trap}}}{kT} \right)
\]

(2.21)

Where \( E_{\text{trap}} \) is the difference between the defect level and intrinsic level. \( \tau_{n(p)} \) is the SRH recombination lifetime. This recombination mechanism compete with other recombination processes in determining \( V_{oc} \). We consider \( \tau_n = \tau_p = \tau_{SRH} = 50 \text{ ns} \) assuming the cell to be defective. However, \( V_{oc} \) is shown to be insensitive to the SRH recombination since this recombination process is effective in low doped regions and since the dimension of the intrinsic region is much smaller than that of the cell (100 nm intrinsic region in 2.6 \( \mu \)m p-i-n structure) \( V_{oc} \) is still dominated by the QD radiative recombination. Figure 2.12 shows the calculated recombination current associated to each mechanism with respect to the voltage and shows the dominance of GS radiative recombination at open circuit.
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Fig. 2.12 Spatial distribution of recombination mechanisms across the device at $V_{oc} = 0.98$ V (a). Evolution of each recombination currents with respect to the voltage (b).

2.2.2 Influence of the intrinsic region thickness

The influence of the intrinsic region thickness is investigated considering both ideal and defective cells. The simulation is carried out by expanding intrinsic region over
the base region from 100 nm to 2000 nm. The sketched band diagram at short circuit and open circuit condition is presented in figure 2.13 for three cases: 100 nm, 1000 nm and 2000 nm.

![Band diagram at short circuit and open circuit condition](image)

Fig. 2.13 Band diagram at short circuit and open circuit condition of the device with different intrinsic region thickness by maintaining the same total thickness

The behavior of bulk and QDSC open circuit voltage and the corresponding voltage penalty ($V_{oc}^{penalty} = V_{oc}^{Ref} - V_{oc}^{QDSC}$) is shown in figure 2.14.
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The figure reveals that in ideal device, $V_{oc}$ is almost insensitive to intrinsic layer thickness while in defective cells, it monotonically decreases. The $V_{oc}$ degradation is associated to the enhancement of SRH recombination due to the intrinsic region enlargement. Furthermore, in defective case for enough thick intrinsic layer (>1000 nm), the $V_{oc}$ of the QDSC becomes larger than of the reference cell (the $V_{oc}$ penalty becomes negative). This voltage gain is associated to the reduced SRH recombination of QDSC with respect to the reference cell. To gain a better insight, the recombination currents at open circuit are plotted with respect to intrinsic region thickness in figure 2.15 for both bulk and QDSC. The figure highlights the interplay between SRH and QD radiative recombination in the QDSC. Moreover, the crossing point between the two overall recombination current $R_{tot}$ represents the point in which the $V_{oc}$ penalty becomes negative.

Dark current - voltage analysis is commonly used to investigate the electrical characteristics of solar cells. The magnitude of the dark current and its behavior with respect to the voltage provide necessary information regarding the performance losses. The ideality factor $n$ can be extracted from the slope of the dark JV curve according to the diode equation. The ideality factor suggests the dominant recombination mechanism: $n = 2$ represents non radiative recombination in the space charge region and $n = 1$ indicates that the performance is limited by recombination in quasi-neutral regions. The dark JV characteristics of the QDSC with three different intrinsic region thicknesses are plotted in figure 2.16. All cells, at low voltages (<0.7 V) show ideality factor almost equal to 2 indicating that the cell is dominated by SRH recombination. At higher voltages (near $V_{oc}$), the 100 nm intrinsic region cell is...
dominated by QD radiative recombination producing ideality factor approximately 1, while the cells with 1000 and 2000 nm intrinsic region have ideality factor 1.66 and 1.58, respectively, which result from the contribution of both SRH and QD radiative recombination. The change in the slope (ideality factor) for the 100 nm intrinsic region cell is consistent with the behavior of the recombination current with respect to the voltage reported in figure 2.12.

Fig. 2.15 Equivalent recombination currents in the QDSC (solid) and the bulk cell (dashed) with respect to the intrinsic region thickness.
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2.2.3 Influence of quantum dot in-plane density and number of stacks

Increasing the number of QDs in a solar cell by means of increasing QD in-plane density or number of QD stacks is expected to enhance $J_{sc}$ thanks to the increase in QDs effective absorption. Nonetheless, it also increases QD radiative recombination rate at open circuit which is the limiting factor for $V_{oc}$. Figure 2.17 illustrates the behavior of $V_{oc}$ with respect to the QD plane density considering 10 and 20 layers of QDs and non ideal material ($\tau_{SRH} = 50$ ns) with different intrinsic region thickness.
The open circuit voltage degradation is the result of increased recombination current through the QDs. The reduction in $V_{oc}$ with respect to the number of layers is consistent with the experimental results observed in [13].
Chapter 3

Impact of doping on quantum dot solar cells

This chapter is devoted to the detailed numerical study of the impact of doping in quantum dot solar cells by analyzing their behavior in terms of photovoltaic characteristic, external quantum efficiency and photoluminescence at room temperature. The study shows that doping can allow for optimizing the efficiency as shown in figure 3.3, as a result of larger improvement of Voc than decrease of Jsc. The results of our study are published in [46–48]. My specific contribution was to analyze the doping dependent behavior of a bulk cell and the influence of the WL reduction on QDSC which will be discussed in the next chapter. Two doping techniques within the intrinsic region of p-i-n GaAs solar cells embedding quantum dots are investigated. Moreover, the crystal quality is also taken into account by introducing different Shockley-Read-Hall recombination lifetime for the host material. The enhancement of non-radiative recombination induced by quantum dot growth is neglected in order to single out the role of quantum dot charging on recombination processes and charge transfer between bulk and confined states.

3.1 Experimental Results

Selective doping (modulation and direct) has been proposed to suppress QD-barrier thermal coupling and mitigate recombination loss [15–17]. Modulation doping is
realized by δ doping of barrier layers separating the QD stacks \[15, 49\] whereas, direct doping is obtained by incorporating dopant atoms directly into QDs during the growth \[17, 50\]. Even though improvement in terms of efficiency with respect to the bulk cell have not been obtained in high quality samples, many experimental studies demonstrated remarkable \(V_{oc}\) recovery with respect to the undoped QDSCs. However, the underlying mechanisms and their quantitative impacts were not been assessed clearly.

Although in a bulk cell similar \(V_{oc}\) recovery could be expected from p-type and n-type doping, it has been observed that the trend is not the same in quantum dot samples. Sablon et al. \[15\] compared the PL intensity of n- and p-type doped QDSCs and observed a strong asymmetry of the QDSC behavior with respect to the doping polarity. The PL intensity of p-doped sample was approximately 8 times larger and shown to substantially enhance capture and relaxation processes and increase the recombination loss. The asymmetric behavior of doped QDSCs with respect to the doping polarity was also confirmed by Polly et al. \[49\] but the explanation was not provided for the significant reduction in \(J_{sc}\). Moreover, the photovoltage recovery was explained by the suppression of SRH recombination in both n- and p-type samples. The same conclusion was also reported in Ref. \[51\] in terms of photovoltage recovery by analyzing the dark current characteristics of undoped and doped QDSCs. Even though the conclusions in \[49, 51\] on the suppression of the SRH recombination by doping were correct, these works have not fully addressed the implications of the substantial asymmetry of electron and hole dynamics in QDs. Concerning n-type modulation doping, in a study by Martí et al. \[16\], reduced dark current and improved \(V_{oc}\) over undoped QD sample is reported. In another study by Polly et al. \[49\], δ doped QDSCs were investigated in which substantial \(V_{oc}\) recovery were obtained due to the reduction of dark recombination current. Besides, slight reduction in \(J_{sc}\) due to the flattened band near the QDs and reduced collection efficiency was shown in doped QDSCs. Regarding n-type directly doped QD cells, uniform array of partially filled QD samples were investigated by Okada et al. \[17\] in which enhanced photoluminescence, reduced dark current and improved short circuit current were reported. The PL enhancement in doped samples was explained by efficient relaxation of carriers from continuum state into QD states due to the reduction of non-radiative recombination loss from conduction band to valence band. The increase in \(J_{sc}\) was noted to be the result of two step photon absorption which was detected under filtered air-mass 1.5 solar spectrum at room
temperature. Emission properties of directly doped QDs were also investigated by Kita et al. [52] that reports a significant increase in PL intensity in doped cells. The improvement of PL was explained by the filling of non radiative electron traps with excess electron charges and from the analysis of time resolved PL measurement, non radiative recombination lifetime was shown to be improved by Si doping. In another experimental study by Yang et al. [53], strong improvement of PL intensity is recorded for directly doped QD sample. Moreover, the efficiency enhancement of around 6% was obtained for appropriate doping level over undoped sample by achieving $V_{oc}$ recovery without reduction in $J_{sc}$. Although subband photocurrent was shown to be diminished in doped sample, the large short circuit current is explained to be due to the lower device loss.

Somewhat In contrast with these results, InAs/GaAs quantum dot solar cell with direct Si doping was studied by Lam et al. [50]. Large $V_{oc}$ recovery in doped quantum dot cells was reported, however, non-radiative recombination was found to be increased with respect to the undoped samples based on $J_{sc}$ and spectral response degradation observation. The large $V_{oc}$ recovery despite having large non-radiative recombination was explained by reduced thermal coupling of QD states from WL and CB. The reduction in $J_{sc}$, based on supra-band reduction observation in EQE, was attributed to defect states induced by Silicon doping.

### 3.2 Device structure and geometrical parameters

The device under investigation is a p-i-n configuration illuminated from the p-side. The p-emitter consists of 50 nm p$^+$- and 100 nm p-GaAs with doping density of $5 \times 10^{18}$ and $1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ respectively. 1000 nm intrinsic region contains 20 stacks of InAs QDs with QD plane density of $6 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$ for each QD layer. The thick intrinsic region is grown with 50 nm intrinsic GaAs buffer layer on top of 300 nm n$^+$ GaAs with doping density of $1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$.

The optical transitions are calculated from the absorption spectrum and accounting for electron and hole occupation probability in the QD energy states. The QD GS and ES states absorption spectra have gaussian shape centered at 1.13 and 1.21 eV with FWHM linewidth of 70 and 50 meV respectively. The absorption spectra of WL is modeled in analogy with the one in quantum well layer [54]. The wavelength
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dependent absorption of QD states is shown in figure 3.1. The barrier radiative recombination calculated according to 2.2 with GaAs radiative coefficient $2 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$s$^{-1}$. Defect induced non radiative recombination is modeled according to SRH relation for non radiative recombination (eq. 2.3) with SRH recombination lifetime ranging from 500 ns (high quality) down to 1 ns (highly defective). $\delta$- doping layers are assumed to be 5 nm thick and are placed in the middle of GaAs spacer or at the QD layer depending on the method of doping (modulation or direct).

Capture and relaxation in InAs/GaAs QDs occur through complicated dynamics that involve emission of longitudinal optical (LO) phonon emission, electron-phonon coupling, defect mediated relaxation, carrier-carrier scattering, etc (see e.g. [55–57] and the reference therein). The capture time $\tau_{\text{cap}}$ is typically a function of carrier density in the WL and QD states therefore it depends on operational condition (injection/photogeneration) and doping. At low carrier density, electron-LO phonon interaction and Auger electron-hole are very effective and provide relaxation time on the scale between tenth of ps and tens of ps [55, 56, 58] while, carrier-carrier scattering becomes important at high carrier density, providing again the relaxation time of the order of ps [57]. These scales are also confirmed in experimental studies of undoped and doped samples. In [59] the relaxation time from WL to GS is reported to be 2, 3 and 6 ps for p-doped, n-doped and undoped samples respectively. Experimental and theoretical studies on InAs/GaAs QDs show that the net capture/relaxation are extremely fast with respect to band-to-band (1 ns) and intraband (100 ns) radiative lifetimes [58]. Using empirical data reported by Gioannini et al. [35], we assume very fast capture time from continuum state into WL which occur through LO-phonon interaction on a 0.1 ps time scale, followed by cascade relaxation process into ES and GS. The time constants of about 1 ps is estimated for electrons in [35] for WL-ES and ES-GS relaxation time by fitting time-resolved IR absorption of QD similar to this work. The holes, due to their large effective mass and closely separated energy levels, are characterized with fast phonon mediated capture and relaxation time constant on the order of 100 fs. The QD parameter is summarized in table 3.1.
3.2 Device structure and geometrical parameters

Fig. 3.1 Wavelength dependence of the optical cross-section, $\sigma_k^0$, relative to the WL, ES and GS states used in the simulations (solid lines). The corresponding optical absorption coefficient can be evaluated as $\alpha_k^0 = \sigma_k^0 N_{QD}/t_{QD}$, $N_{QD}$ and $t_{QD}$ being the QD areal density and thickness, respectively. For the sake of reference also the bulk optical absorption tail is quoted.
Table 3.1 QD Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QD plane density [cm$^{-2}$]</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES and GS degeneracy</td>
<td>4, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL density of states [cm$^{-2}$]</td>
<td>$2.4 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_{b-WL}, \Delta_{wL-ES}, \Delta_{ES-GS}$ [meV]</td>
<td>140 62 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_{b-WL}, \Delta_{WL-ES}, \Delta_{ES-GS}$ [meV]</td>
<td>4 4 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^e_{CAP,B-WL}, \tau^e_{CAP, WL-ES}, \tau^e_{CAP, ES-GS}$ [ps]</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^h_{CAP,B-WL}, \tau^h_{CAP, WL-ES}, \tau^h_{CAP, ES-GS}$ [ps]</td>
<td>0.1, 0.1, 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{WL}, \tau_{ES}, \tau_{GS}$ [ns]</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD thickness ($t_{QD}$) [nm]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Simulation of a doped InAs/GaAs quantum dot solar cell

To have an overview of the influence of doping on QDSCs, we calculated the JV characteristics shown in figure 3.2 for the reference GaAs cell (with base residual doping of $1 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$), the undoped QDSC and n- and p-type modulation doped cell assuming high quality bulk material with SRH lifetime of 500 ns.
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Fig. 3.2 JV curve of reference solar cell, undoped QD cell, n-type modulation doped QD cell with nominal density of 4 e/dot, p-type modulation doped QD cell with nominal density of 1 h/dot, under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination.

The n-type modulation doped cell ($\alpha = 4$ e/dot) achieves a $V_{oc}$ recovery about 20 mV with respect to undoped cell accompanied by a slight reduction of $J_{sc}$, whereas $\alpha = 1$ h/dot doping density causes a pronounced reduction of $J_{sc}$ and no recovery of $V_{oc}$. As discussed in Ref. [60], based on steady state and transient simulations, independent carrier dynamics (holes faster than electron owing to the closely spaced QD valence band states) and efficient barrier transport are prerequisites to prevent recombination loss across the QDs at open circuit and also allowing for high collection efficiency at short circuit condition. QD p-doping results in hole filling which impairs the fast hole dynamics and turns QDs into efficient traps yielding a substantial increase of QD capture and recombination loss. In fact, the accumulated holes in the QDs enhances the recombination of electrons photogenerated in the barrier and higher energy states through the GS (since they are rapidly relax into the GS). This leads to dramatic reduction in $J_{sc}$ and the main cause of $V_{oc}$ reduction at open circuit.
Restricting the analysis to the n-doping approach, it is worth to analyze how the cell behavior is affected by the per-dot doping density.

### 3.3.1 Effect of doping on photovoltaic conversion efficiency

An overall assessment of the cell photovoltaic performance dependence on doping profile and density is presented in figure 3.3 considering bulk SRH lifetimes of 500 ns and 10 ns representing high and low quality GaAs barrier respectively. The defective bulk cell shows significant improvement in terms of $V_{oc}$ owing to the shrinking of the depleted region and subsequent reduction of SRH recombination. This is a well-known benefit of base doping in defective bulk solar cells [61, 62]. In QDSCs, regardless of the quality of the host material, the undoped cells have similar $V_{oc}$ since at open circuit condition the limiting factor is GS radiative recombination which is the dominant loss process with respect to SRH recombination. In both ideal and defective QDSCs, the trends highlight the effectiveness of doping in terms of $V_{oc}$ recovery. Comparable $V_{oc}$ recovery is achieved by the different doping profiles with slight advantage of modulation doping which is more pronounced in defective cell since the dopants are placed in the barrier suppressing SRH recombination loss. While in the high-quality bulk material ($\tau_{SRH} = 500$ ns), $V_{oc}$ monotonically increases with the per-dot doping density, for the defective case ($\tau_{SRH} = 10$ ns) a slight dip of the $V_{oc}$ curve is observed at low doping levels ($\alpha = 1 - 2$ e/dot, corresponding to $1.2 - 2.4 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ in terms of equivalent background doping).

The peculiar behavior of the QDSC at low doping levels arises from the modification of potential and carriers profiles across the cell which, whilst suppressing the radiative recombination through the QDs, enhance the SRH one across the neutral portion of the base. At high doping levels, the saturation of $V_{oc}$ recovery attained by the QDSCs, even in the case of ideal barrier material, suggests that the main limiting factor still is QD radiative recombination, due to the onset of significant recombination through the WL state. As discussed later, also on the basis of PL simulations, in the defective bulk cell ($\tau = 10$ ns SRH), the dominant recombination mechanism limiting $V_{oc}$ changes as the per-dot doping density increases: in the undoped or very low doping case ($\alpha < 1$ e/dot) the dominant recombination process is always radiative recombination through the GS while at $\alpha = 1 - 2$ e/dot, SRH recombination is the main one. At intermediate doping levels ($\alpha = 3 - 8$ e/dot) SRH and QD radiative recombination contribute to a similar extent, and finally, at higher doping
levels ($\alpha > 8$ e/dot), QD recombination through the extended WL states turns to be the dominant recombination mechanism. Since the underlying mechanism is essentially a competition between different loss channels, the indicated values of the per-dot doping density for the onset of the different regimes of recombination, and the sensitivity to unintentional background doping as well, depend on the time constants characterizing the QD charge transfer processes, and thus on specific QD features such as size and shape. At the highest doping density the estimated recovery ranges between 70 and 90 mV depending on the crystal quality and doping method. The simulated trends are in good agreement with literature, where experimental data on $\delta$-doped cells range from a few mV in Ref. [15] up to 121 mV for the 8 e/dot modulation-doped cell in Ref. [49] (wherein simulations were also presented, showing an estimated recovery of about 15 mV for the 8 e/dot cell), and 105 mV for the 18 e/dot directly doped cell in Ref. [50]. Improvement in $V_{oc}$ is always accompanied by a reduction in $J_{sc}$. This is a common trend in all the investigated cells including the bulk cell. This reduction which is more pronounced in modulation doped cells is due to the reduction of the base drift region collection efficiency of carriers [49]. The amount of $J_{sc}$ reduction as the doping level increases is however strongly affected by the presence of QDs and by the specific doping profile. $V_{oc}$ recovery and $J_{sc}$ degradation yield a trade-off in terms of achievable efficiency as a function of per-dot doping density. The maximum efficiency achieved at 4 e/dot doping density in the modulation doped cell and at 18 e/dot doping density in the directly doped cell with an absolute improvement with respect to the minimum observed efficiency (at $\alpha = 1 - 2$ e/dot) of 0.9% and 1.7% respectively.
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Fig. 3.3 Open circuit voltage, short circuit current density and efficiency as a function of the nominal per dot doping density for the n-type QDSCs exploiting modulation and direct doping, assuming high quality barrier ($\tau_{SRH} = 500$ ns, solid lines) and defective barrier ($\tau_{SRH} = 10$ ns, dashed lines), obtained under 1 sun AM1.5g illumination.

3.3.2 Analysis at short circuit

The observed $J_{sc}$ degradation is further substantiated by the EQE spectra reported in figure 3.4 showing how the reduction of photocurrent response in the above-gap region is affected by the doping method and nominal per-dot doping density. The saturating trend of the degradation in EQE at high doping densities (6 – 18 e/dot) in directly doped QDSCs is in good agreement with the experimental observations reported in [50] and the large diversion obtained for the modulation doping case is in qualitative agreement with Ref. [49]. It has to be noted that the reference cell, coherently with the $J_{sc}$ penalty observed in figure 3.3, shows a significant reduction in EQE between 600 and 800 nm (see figure 3.17 in Supplementary figures
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section), causing a $J_{sc}$ penalty around 10% for 18 e/dot equivalent doping density. This suggests that the EQE degradation reported in Ref. [50] for the 18 e/dot bulk cell with respect to both undoped bulk and QD cells, could be largely attributed to the inherent behavior of the cell and marginally to the doping induced formation of defects. The general reduction between 600 and 800 nm in EQE indicates the increase of the recombination rate due to the degradation of carriers diffusion length due to the enhanced SRH recombination and QD radiative recombination rates.

Fig. 3.4 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) spectra for modulation and directly doped QDSCs. The inset in figures show a zoom of sub-bandgap region.

The reduction in the EQE at WL wavelength range is due to the decrease in the collection efficiency of minority carriers. The impact of doping on collection efficiency can be analyzed by comparing the band diagrams of undoped and doped QDSCs that are shown in figure 3.5. The energy banddiagram at short circuit of an undoped cell is characterized by high and almost constant electric field which helps the photogenerated carriers to be swept out of the base region and collected by their respective contacts resulting in high collection probability. On the contrary, the band diagram of a doped QDSC is characterized by two regions; one with large band bending towards the p emitter (in the case of n doped cells) corresponding to the depletion region and one with low electric field and flat bands in which the transport of the photogenerated carriers from the base into the contacts is less effective with respect to the undoped cell.
At longer wavelength (correspond to GS and ES) the reduction in EQE is attributed to the state filling and subsequent suppression of optical transitions. The corresponding occupation probabilities of the states are shown in figure 3.6. It is worth noticing that the actual QD filling depends on the interplay between drift-diffusion of free carriers in the bulk and net capture rate in the QDs and is therefore generally found to be non-uniform across the QD layers and different from the nominal per-dot doping density. N-type doping increases the electron filling of all the QD layers. Hole filling decreases in the QD layers next to the junction while it increases by about two orders of magnitude in the QD layers placed in the flat band region.
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Fig. 3.6 Occupation probability of electrons (red) and holes (blue) in the QD states across the base at short-circuit for the undoped cell (a), the 4 e/dot directly doped cell (b) and the 4 e/dot modulation doped cell (c).

The increment of QD electron and hole density in the flat-band region also enhances radiative recombination rate that become competitive against the carrier escape rate out of the QDs as a consequence of the QD state occupation distribution. Figure 3.7 shows the corresponding spatial distribution of photogeneration, net escape rate ($R_{ESC}$-$R_{CAP}$) from the WL to the bulk, and recombination paths through the QD and bulk states. Positive net escape indicates that the QD carriers are extracted out of the QD layer, negative escape rate indicates that the QDs act as capture (or trap) centers. The comparison against the undoped cell points out that in the doped cell QD layers placed in the flat band region poorly contribute to the short circuit current, since net escape rate is much smaller than QD photogeneration. Also, due to the modification of free carriers and electric field, the SRH recombination profile tends to peak towards the n contact. Finally, the QD photogeneration and radiative recombination almost equilibrate each other, yielding the decrease in the subband photocurrent contribution seen in figure 3.4. Regardless of SRH recombination lifetime, further increase in doping density turns the QDs into effective recombination
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centers for photogenerated carriers in the barrier regions and causes the radiative recombination through the QDs in the flat band region to become the dominant mechanism leading to a dramatic reduction in $J_{sc}$ current that has observed in figure 3.3 at high doping levels.

Fig. 3.7 Spatial distribution of photogeneration, net escape, and recombination rates at short-circuit for the undoped cell (a), the 4 e/dot directly doped (b) and the 4 e/dot modulation doped (c) cell. The equivalent volume rates for QD states are computed by normalizing the corresponding surface rates by the QD layer interspacing (47 nm).

The sensitivity of the $J_{sc}$ penalty with respect to doping method is the result of modulation of the potential within the inter-dot barrier regions. In the modulation doped QDSCs, the periodic potential barriers across the base are due to the transfer of carriers from the $\delta$-doped regions in to the QDs [63] creating depletion regions that induce formation of barriers at QD side walls (see figure 3.5 (d)). These potential barriers limit the electron capture and at the same time promote hole capture into the QDs. In addition, they hinder the transport of the photogenerated carriers towards their respective contacts.

PL measurements at short-circuit can be used to quantify the overall impact of
carrier loss through the QD recombination channels [15]. The enhancement of QD recombination at high doping levels is revealed by the dependence of the short circuit integrated PL intensity on doping density, as shown in figure 3.8. The GaAs barrier is excited by a monochromatic light at 532 nm with excitation intensity of 1.1 Wcm$^{-2}$. Sub-band gap integrated PL spectra is shown in figure 3.8.

![Integrated PL intensity](image)

Fig. 3.8 Integrated PL intensity at short circuit condition as a function of the nominal per dot density for the directly and modulation doped QDSC.

At low doping levels, $\alpha < 5$, the PL is slightly quenched due to the dominant SRH recombination in the neutral base, as previously discussed. At higher doping levels, a large enhancement is observed for the modulation doping, whereas this enhancement remains quite limited for the direct doping case. Limited luminescence by the QDs is desired to preserve $J_{sc}$ when illuminating the device with above gap wavelength meaning that the photogenerated carriers in the barrier are collected efficiently without capturing into the QDs. This is true for undoped and directly doped QDSCs. The valence band wells arising in the modulation doped cells promotes the accumulation of holes in the QDs reducing carrier escape towards the barrier and increasing the recombination through the QDs. While for the directly doped cells, thanks to the confinement of the doping in the QDs, the bands are not
affected significantly and holes remain delocalized across the barrier. This can be demonstrated by comparing the hole filling for the two doping method (as shown in figure 3.6).

### 3.3.3 Analysis at open circuit

Looking at the open circuit spatial distribution of recombination and capture rates in figure 3.9, in both doped and undoped QDSCs, the QDs are acting as effective capture centers \((R_{\text{ESC}} - R_{\text{CAP}} < 0)\). In undoped QDSCs the recombination is dominated by radiative recombination through the GS, except for the QD layer next to the n-contact, wherein the peak of the electrical field maximizes the SRH bulk recombination. The displacement of the junction towards the n contact is due to the large asymmetry between QD electron and hole dynamics. Under forward bias condition large amount of electrons are captured by the QDs but holes have fast dynamics due to their closely spaced energy levels and are delocalized in the barrier. Thus, the barrier is rich of free holes and the junction is displaced towards the n-contact. In modulation doped cells, the recombination through the GS is suppressed while the bulk SRH recombination increased and became comparable with QD radiative recombination. Both mechanisms limit the open circuit voltage at the same extend. The 4 e/dot directly doped cell is shown in the figure for the sake of comparison. In order to achieve more visible change in spatial distribution of recombination in direct doped cells, higher doping density is required (maximum achieved for 18 e/dot).
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Fig. 3.9 Spatial distribution of photogeneration, net escape, and recombination rates at open circuit for the undoped cell (a) the 4 e/dot directly doped cell (b) and the 4 e/dot modulation doped cell (c). The equivalent volume rates for QD states are computed by normalizing the corresponding surface rates by the QD layer interspacing (47 nm).

Since near \( V_{oc} \) cells operate close to the flat-band condition, the behavior of the integrated recombination rates provides a straightforward mean to assess the loss mechanisms of injected carriers. Integrating the recombination rates across the base and analyzing the evolution of recombination current with respect to voltage allows us to have better insight in the influence of doping on \( V_{oc} \) recovery. Figure 3.10 shows QD radiative and SRH recombination currents with respect to voltage from maximum power point up to \( V_{oc} \). Note that here the per dot doping for each doping method corresponds to the doping level that allows for maximum achievable efficiency that is 18 e/dot for direct doping and 4 e/dot for modulation doping.
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Fig. 3.10 Voltage dependence of the integrated recombination rates across the base region for the undoped, 4 e/dot modulation doped, and 18 e/dot directly doped cell: symbols are the recombination in the QD layers, $U_{\text{rad, QD}}$, dashed lines indicate the SRH recombination in the barrier, $U_{\text{SRH}}$, and solid lines the total recombination rate. The voltage sweeps up to the $V_{oc}$ of each cell, i.e. about 0.83 V, 0.85 V and 0.9 V for undoped, modulation doped and directly doped cell respectively.

In the undoped cell $V_{oc}$ is limited at around 0.83 V and at open circuit, the total recombination current is dominated by QD radiative recombination. The dominance of QD radiative recombination across the neutral part of the base shows up with an almost unitary ideality factor of the total recombination current, whereas the small SRH recombination contribution, being confined to the depleted region, is characterized by a larger ideality factor. At 0.83 V, the doped cells show lower QD radiative recombination which allow them to attain higher $V_{oc}$. The modulation doped cell shows suppressed QD recombination, thus a higher $V_{oc}$ is attained. The $V_{oc}$ achieves the value of 0.85 V and is limited by both SRH and QD radiative recombination. Due to the flat SRH profile across the base observed in figure 3.9, also the SRH equivalent recombination current increases with an almost unitary ideality factor. In the case of directly doped cell, 70 mV $V_{oc}$ recovery is calculated due to the higher doping density, at voltage values corresponding to the $V_{oc}$ of the undoped and modulation doped cells,
the directly doped cell shows greatly suppressed radiative and SRH recombination. Radiative recombination is blocked by the GS carrier filling, while SRH recombination is kept small because of the slight barrier potential profile modification. In the directly doped cell, $V_{oc}$ is limited by QD radiative recombination through the WL.

To complete the analysis, dark current voltage characteristics of the doped and undoped cells are presented in figure 3.11 along with the one of ideal bulk and ideal QDSC for the sake of comparison. The ideality factor extracted from the dark current-voltage characteristic is a signature to evaluate the dominant recombination mechanism of a cell. The ideality factors of ideal cell and defective cell at low bias range ($V < 0.6$ V) make evident the impact of SRH on the dark current characteristic. At low voltage the ideality factor of almost 2 can be extracted from the cells that suffer from SRH recombination. At higher voltages near $V_{oc}$, QDs act as effective traps and the recombination through the dots becomes dominant yielding ideality factor near 1 due to the dominance of radiative recombination over non radiative one. Moreover, the dark current of doped cells is lower with respect to the undoped since doping suppresses the radiative recombination through the confined states.

![Fig. 3.11 Dark J-V characteristic of undoped Bulk and QDSCs considering both ideal and defective and doped QDSC with SRH lifetime of 50 ns.](image)

Fig. 3.11 Dark J-V characteristic of undoped Bulk and QDSCs considering both ideal and defective and doped QDSC with SRH lifetime of 50 ns.
Integrated PL is also calculated as a function of per-dot doping density for modulation and directly doped QDSCs considering three possible scenarios in terms of barrier material quality that is modeled by assuming SRH lifetimes of 500 ns, 10 ns and 1 ns. Besides the overall subband gap integrated PL intensity, the contribution of GS and ES (excluding WL) is also singled out. The trend of the results are similar for two doping method and the trends is shown to be dependent on SRH recombination lifetime since the introduction of doping not only changes the amount of radiative recombination but also changes the balance between SRH and radiative loss.

For high quality material ($\tau_{SRH} = 500$ ns), the overall IPL intensity versus doping level reaches a maximum and then slightly decreases. The IPL of GS and ES is quenched as the doping level increases due to the blocking of electron capture into these states. The maximum of overall IPL is therefore the result of significant radiative recombination through the WL state. In another words, for high quality bulk material the achievable photovoltage will be determined by carrier capture and recombination rate through the WL. For shorter bulk SRH lifetime ($\tau_{SRH} = 10$ ns), the overall IPL with respect to doping density is quenched to a minimum value for $\alpha = 8$ e/dot and then increases owing to the onset of WL emission. PL quenching at intermediate doping level is the result of SRH recombination dominance over QDs capture and radiative processes and as the doping level increases the WL radiative recombination becomes the dominant process over the rest of the loss mechanism.
Thus, WL recombination might remain an important cause of $V_{oc}$ degradation even in cells with significant SRH recombination. Finally, in the case of highly defective material ($\tau_{SRH} = 1$ ns), the IPL minimum is displaced at lower doping levels ($\alpha = 2$-$3$ e/dot) and the intensity is attenuated of about one order of magnitude with respect to the undoped cells, indicating a strong prevalence of SRH recombination. These low values of alpha is correlated to an unintentional background doping of about $10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ suggesting that the background doping of interdot layers must be carefully considered when interpreting the PL measurements since it may significantly impact the recombination mechanisms.

Summarizing, the impact of doping on open circuit voltage recovery in devices that suffer from non-radiative recombination can be addressed for three ranges of doping levels. for undoped cells, the $V_{oc}$ is limited by the radiative recombination through the GS, at intermediate doping levels SRH recombination loss dominates over QD radiative recombination and finally at high doping levels, radiative recombination loss through the WL state limits the $V_{oc}$.

The interplay between the SRH and QD radiative recombination causes significant non linear behavior of IPL with respect to excitation power density. In figure 3.13) (a) the behavior of IPL with respect to per-dot doping density is shown for a directly doped QDSC excited with different excitation power density, considering $\tau_{SRH} = 10$ ns and $\tau_{SRH} = 1$ ns. By decreasing the PL excitation from $1.1 \text{ Wcm}^{-2}$ down to $0.1 \text{ Wcm}^{-2}$, the IPL quenching at low doping levels becomes more pronounced and so is the subsequent increase of the IPL with doping due to the emission from the WL states. The suppression of GS and ES emission and the concomitant enhancement of WL emission as doping density increases is highlighted in the PL spectra in figure 3.13) (b)–(c). In the highly defective case ($\tau_{SRH} = 1$ ns), the IPL minimum shifts at doping density as low as $\alpha = 1$ e/dot and then the IPL increases of about nine times when $\alpha = 18$ e/dot. The observed behavior is in agreement with the PL measurements reported in Ref. [50], assuming a non negligible background doping in the undoped cell, and provides theoretical support to the interpretation of the PL enhancement in the doped cells as the result of reduced capture and thermal decoupling between wetting layer and QD at high doping levels.
The dependence of IPL intensity on excitation power density for the undoped, 1 e/dot and 18 e/dot directly doped cells is reported in figure 3.14. For radiatively limited cells a linear behavior of the IPL intensity versus excitation and almost coincident IPL values, regardless of the doping level density can be obtained. In the defective bulk cases, the undoped and 18 e/dot cell, dominated by QD radiative recombination, show a linear behavior of the IPL with excitation intensity (i.e. unitary slope in both the log-log plots in figure 3.14). In contrast, the 1 e/dot cell, dominated by SRH recombination, shows a super linear behavior (i.e. a slope of about 1.8 in the log-log plot) across the whole range of excitation power when $\tau_{SRH} = 1$ ns (figure 3.14 (b)), and a change of behavior, from slightly superlinear at low excitation (slope of about 1.2) to linear at higher excitation, when $\tau_{SRH} = 10$ ns (figure 3.14 (a)). Similar results were reported for directly doped QDs in [52]. The change in excitation power dependence was explained by the effectiveness of QD doping in
3.4 Validation against experimental results

In this section we consider a real-case study and apply the analysis of the interplay between doping and recombination processes on QDSCs, providing experimental-
based validation to the previous section in order to show the valuable insight that can be achieved through device level simulation. The results of the study is published in [67]. In the simulation only thermal escape is considered since the optical escape is negligible in InAs/GaAs QDs [38] and under such an efficient thermal escape the field assisted mechanism also does not provide any significant change in terms of cell overall behavior.

The sample under investigation is InAs/GaAs QDSC that was grown by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on n$^+$ GaAs (100) substrate. The cell consists of a 200 nm GaAs buffer layer with Si doping density of 1 × 10$^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, 30 nm Al$_{0.35}$Ga$_{0.65}$As back surface field (BSF) with Si doping density of 1 × 10$^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, 1000 nm GaAs base with Si doping density of 1 × 10$^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, 250 nm GaAs emitter with Be doping density of 2 × 10$^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, 100 nm GaAs emitter with Be doping density of 5 × 10$^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, 30 nm Al$_{0.75}$Ga$_{0.25}$As window layer with Be doping density of 2 × 10$^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, and 50 nm GaAs contact layer with Be doping density of 1 × 10$^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$. The intrinsic region of the cells consists of 20 stacks of 2.1 monolayer (ML) InAs QDs. The Si-doped QDSC underwent direct Si doping with 14 e/dot doping density. The geometrical structure is shown in figure 3.15.

Fig. 3.15 Sketch of the epilayer of the 20 x QD solar cell.

At open circuit condition, as a first step, the predicted $V_{oc}$ penalty of the QDSC with respect to the bulk cell is analyzed by considering possible fluctuation of GS
energy level that was observed in measured PL spectra [67]. Figure 3.16 shows the $V_{oc}$ of the QDSC as a function of per dot doping density for different QD families with GS transition energy from 1.18 to 1.25 eV. The analysis show that the inherent $V_{oc}$ penalty due to the inclusion of the QDs is about 120 mV for the largest GS confinement in agreement with theoretical work [38] and experimental data of QDSC with the record $V_{oc}$ [14]. The penalty is fully due to radiative recombination through the QD states. The comparison with experimental data suggests that other loss mechanism is affecting the $V_{oc}$ leading to added penalty of 180 meV for the undoped cell. Very good agreement is obtained by introducing significant defectivity of the interdot layers. It is worth noticing that at short circuit, SRH recombination is more detrimental in doped regions that marginally affect carrier collection efficiency while at open circuit condition, the most detrimental loss comes from SRH recombination in the undoped region where the QDs are placed. The experimental data on a similar structure reported by Lam et al. [50] is also shown in the figure. The calculated trend of $V_{oc}$ as a function of doping density closely follows the measured one, suggesting that dopant atoms are well incorporated in the QDs and provide electrons per dot in line with the nominal doping value. Overall, the results highlight that doping is always beneficial in terms of $V_{oc}$, since it mitigates both QD radiative and non-radiative recombination. QD radiative recombination is in fact suppressed by QD state filling and SRH recombination is suppressed because doping shifts the electron quasi-Fermi level far away from the intrinsic Fermi level and reduces the capture/emission probability of electrons by the midgap defects.
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Fig. 3.16 Analysis of $V_{oc}$ penalty in QDSC as a function of the per dot doping density, for different GS energy confinement ($\lambda_{GS}$ ranges from 990 nm to 1050 nm) and different minority carrier lifetime in the interdot layers ($\tau_{nr, QD}$). The black dash-dot line indicates the $V_{oc}$ of the reference bulk GaAs cell.

3.5 Supplementary figures

Figures summarizing the results of the numerical simulation discussed in this chapter for bulk reference cell, undoped QDSC, directly doped QDSC and modulation doped QDSC. SRH lifetime is set to 10 ns. For each doping strategy, the doping levels are those corresponding to the maximum achievable cell efficiency.
Fig. 3.17 (a) J-V for undoped, n-doped and p-doped base. The quoted 3 e(h)/dot doping density means a uniform doping level of $3 \times 10^{16} \text{cm}^{-3}$, (b) EQE for different levels of n-type doping. (c)-(e) Band diagram at short circuit for the undoped, n-doped and p-doped base. (f) Free carriers density and (g) electric field profile at short circuit. (h) Free carriers density and (i) recombination rates distribution at open circuit condition.
Fig. 3.18 Spatial distribution at short circuit condition of energy bands (a), free carriers density (b), QD occupation probability (c), electric field (d), recombination rates (e). Spatial distribution at open circuit condition of energy bands (f), free carriers density (g), QD occupation probability (h), electric field (i), recombination rates (j). Diamond symbols in the electric field figures (d) and (i) indicate the QD layers position.
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**direct doped cell, 18e/dot**

**short circuit**

(a) Spatial distribution of energy bands at short circuit condition.

(b) Free carriers density at short circuit condition.

(c) QD occupation probability at short circuit condition.

(d) Electric field at short circuit condition.

(e) Recombination rates at short circuit condition.

Diamond symbols in the electric field figures (d) and (i) indicate the QD layers position.

**open circuit**

(f) Spatial distribution of energy bands at open circuit condition.

(g) Free carriers density at open circuit condition.

(h) QD occupation probability at open circuit condition.

(i) Electric field at open circuit condition.

(j) Recombination rates at open circuit condition.

Fig. 3.19 Spatial distribution at short circuit condition of energy bands (a), free carriers density (b), QD occupation probability (c), electric field (d), recombination rates (e). Spatial distribution at open circuit condition of energy bands (f), free carriers density (g), QD occupation probability (h), electric field (i), recombination rates (j). Diamond symbols in the electric field figures (d) and (i) indicate the QD layers position.
Fig. 3.20 Spatial distribution at short circuit condition of energy bands (a), free carriers density (b), QD occupation probability (c), electric field (d), recombination rates (e). Spatial distribution at open circuit condition of energy bands (f), free carriers density (g), QD occupation probability (h), electric field (i), recombination rates (j). Diamond symbols in the electric field figures (d) and (i) indicate the QD layers position.
Chapter 4

Impact of Wetting Layer

In the previous chapter we demonstrated that the impaired performance of quantum dot solar cells can be attributed to the carrier capture and recombination processes in the quantum dots and remarkable $V_{oc}$ recovery might be attained by doping owing to the strong suppression of QD radiative recombination through the confined states. However, the radiative recombination through WL states remains as the limiting factor of the achievable $V_{oc}$.

In this chapter my contribution is to investigate the influence of wetting layer states on the photovoltage loss of InAs/GaAs QDSCs based on provided quantum-mechanical calculation results. Moreover, a simple analytical model that highlights the competition between the barrier and the QD recombination mechanisms and correlates the effective capture rate to the achievable open circuit voltage is introduced.

Quantum-mechanical simulations are used to analyze how the quantum dot electronic states change by Al(Ga)As overgrowth. The change in electronic states are taken into account in device-level simulation in order to assess the influence on the achievable open circuit voltage. Almost full open circuit voltage recovery is predicted by combining doping and wetting layer reduction since, doping suppresses radiative recombination through quantum dot confined states and reduction of wetting layer allows for thermal decoupling between barrier and quantum dot confined states. The results provide theoretical support to several experimental results in the literature and suggest that doping and engineering of QD structure may hold further opportunities for high efficiency QDSCs.
4.1 Experimental results

Photoelectron capture from CB to the localized QD states via WL is proposed as the main cause of $V_{oc}$ reduction in InAs/GaAs QDSCs [68]. Because of the nature of self-assembled InAs/GaAs growth by Stranski-Krastanow epitaxy, the significant volume of WL geometrically overlaps with the QDs and becomes an efficient path for capturing the carriers from the barrier into the QDs [69]. Enlarging the energy difference between WL and the confined states was suggested as an effective way to reduce the influence of WL and eliminate carrier capture via WL state: This has been realized by capping the QDs with a wide bandgap material [70, 69, 68].

In Ref. [70], the influences of AlAs cap layer (CL) deposition over InAs quantum dots on performance of QDSCs were investigated. The growth of AlAs CL slightly reduced the $J_{sc}$ of the cell due to the elimination of WL absorption but led to an increase in $V_{oc}$ and enhanced the overall performance of the cell with respect to the one without AlAs CL. The absence of WL was confirmed by cross sectional TEM images and EQE measurement and explained by the substitution of In atoms in the WL by Al atoms due to lower mobility of Al atoms. In Ref. [69], a blue shift of WL state in QDs grown on Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As and QDs embedded in Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As barriers with respect to a conventional InAs/GaAs QDs is reported. According to the measured spectral response, the effect of WL state is completely reduced at $x = 0.1$ for QDs that are completely surrounded by Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As. Moreover, in reduced WL (RWL) QDSCs, photoelectron capture and recombination losses via QDs has shown to be suppressed. In another study improved efficiency (0.8%) of charged QDSC with reduced WL is reported [68]. The RWL QD devices were obtained by covering QD layers with Al$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As and the reduction of WL is confirmed by TEM images and PL measurement at room temperature. The RWL QD device is shown to suppress photoelectron capture and completely recover $V_{oc}$ with respect to the reference cell while having slightly larger $J_{sc}$. 
4.2 Simulation of InAs/GaAs quantum dot electronic structure

Lens shaped InAs QDs embedded in Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As layers is modeled with x ranging from 0.05 to 0.2. The following configurations are analyzed whose cross-section is sketched in figure 4.1.

- C1: InAs QD without WL grown on GaAs
- C2: InAs QD with 0.5 nm thick WL grown on GaAs
- C3: InAs QD without WL grown on 1.3 nm thick layer of Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As
- C4: InAs QD with 0.5 nm thick InAs WL grown on a 1.3 nm thick layer of Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As
- C5: InAs QD without WL grown grown on a 1.3 nm thick Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As and capped with a 1.3 nm layer of Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As
- C6: InAs QD with 0.5 nm thick WL grown on a 1.3 nm thick Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As and capped with a 1.3 nm layer of Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As
Configurations C3/C4 and C5/C6 differ for the presence of the InAs WL. Their comparative analysis is intended to assess the influence of physical WL reduction due to the impact of $\text{Al}_{x}\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{As}$ barriers on the QD electronic states. Following [69], both the cases of QD lens with circular and elliptical base are considered with the following dimensions:

- Circular base: $\text{radius} = 14 \text{ nm}, \quad \text{Height} = 6 \text{ nm}$
- Elliptic base: $x$ semi major axis$=24$ nm, $y$ semi major axis$=12$ nm, Height$=4$ nm

Since the qualitative behavior of circular and elliptical case are comparable, in the following we discuss in detail the circular base case study.

Simulations were done by Nextnano software [71]. In Nextnano the calculation is done in two steps. First, the strain distribution is determined using continuum elastic theory and minimizing the free energy within the crystal, and energy bands are calculated taking into account the potential induced by the strain deformation. Then, the QD energy levels are calculated by solving the 3D Schrodinger equation in the
effective mass approximation or exploiting the 6-band or 8-band \( k \cdot p \) method. The following results have been obtained by employing the effective mass approximation and could be later refined within a \( k \cdot p \) framework. GaAs barrier thickness is assumed to be 25 nm therefore strain relaxation is calculated within a GaAs volume of 50 nm \( \times \) 50 nm \( \times \) 50 nm, imposing periodic boundary conditions at the box edges. According to the GaAs zincblende structure, \( x \)-axis, \( y \)-axis, \( z \)-axes are associated to the crystal orientation axes [100], [010],[001], respectively, with \( z \) corresponding to the QD growth direction. The calculated strain distribution for the various QD configurations is reported in figure 4.2. The configurations without 0.5 nm WL have similar energy bands and almost identical potential barrier heights as the ones with WL since the strain relaxation along such thin WL is negligible as already reported in [72]. The corresponding energy band diagrams are presented in figure 4.3. It can be noted that the anisotropy between energy barriers along the growth direction and in the QD plane is somewhat reduced from the presence of AlGaAs barriers.

---

**Fig. 4.2** Calculated strain tensor in different quantum dots: without InAs wetting layer (C1), with InAs wetting layer (C2), with bottom Al\(_{0.2}\)Ga\(_{0.8}\)As layer (C3), with bottom Al\(_{0.2}\)Ga\(_{0.8}\)As layer and InAs wetting layer (C4). Strain distribution of QDs capped with Al\(_{0.2}\)Ga\(_{0.8}\)As layer - i.e. configurations C5 and C6 - does not appreciably change with respect to the corresponding uncapped configurations - i.e. C3 and C4 respectively - and thus it is omitted.
Fig. 4.3 Energy band structure for the various structures in figure 4.1 calculated accounting for the strain distribution. Left: cutline along growth direction (z-axis), at QD base center. Right: cutline along x-axis, at QD center

Figure 4.4 shows the calculated first five energy levels of C2 type QDs. In the following we refer to the highest calculated energy level as WL level or WL state, without implying any correlation with the existence or not of the physical InAs wetting layer. For C2 configuration, the energy difference between electron states
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is about 230 meV for the WL-GS transition and 110 meV for the ES-GS transition; hole states are much closer, with energy difference on the order of 10 meV. The associated interband transition energies for GS and WL state are 1.02 eV and 1.27 eV, respectively.

Fig. 4.4 QD levels for C2 configuration.

4.3 Impact of AlGaAs barriers and InAs wetting layer on transition energies of quantum dot states

Based on the results in the previous section, we can analyze how wetting layer and AlGaAs barriers affect the calculated QD states. Figure 4.5 shows a comparison of the conventional C2 configuration with those including Al\textsubscript{0.2}Ga\textsubscript{0.8}As barrier and addresses the impact of the presence of the InAs wetting layer.
Fig. 4.5 Electron GS and WL states for various structures. Left: uncapped QDs grown on Al$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As without (C3) and with (C4) InAs wetting layer and reference (C2) QD. Right: QDs surrounded by Al$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As without (C5) and with (C6) InAs wetting layer and reference (C2) QD.

The comparison points out that the configurations including the InAs wetting layer present deeper states with respect to the configuration without InAs wetting layer owing to the larger effective height of the QD with InAs wetting layer. The structures with AlGaAs layers but without InAs wetting layer present an energy shift of the WL and GS state with respect to the C2 configuration. A similar behavior is observed for hole states. As shown in figure 4.6, this turns into a larger change of interband transition energies with respect to Al fraction in the configurations without the WL. Figure 4.6 also highlights the larger dependence of transition energies on Al fraction in configurations with capped QDs, owing to the dominant influence of the top AlGaAs barrier.
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Fig. 4.6 Change of the WL and GS transition energy with respect to the reference (C2) as a function of Al molar fraction for the various configurations including Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As barriers.

In order to correlate such results with the experimental ones, we analyse in figure 4.6 the shift of GS and WL interband transition energy with respect to the transition energy of the reference configuration C2 (i.e. the simple QD with InAs wetting layer). From this comparison it turns out that configuration C4, i.e. QD grown on AlGaAs and including the InAs wetting layer, provides a change of about 20 meV for Al molar fraction going from $x = 0$ to $x = 0.2$, comparable to the one observed experimentally in [69]. On the other hand, for surrounded QDs, configuration C5 (i.e. QD embedded in AlGaAs barriers and without InAs wetting layer) shows a larger energy shift, ranging from about 40 meV to 60 meV as the Al fraction changes from $x = 0.05$ to $x = 0.2$, that could explain the large blueshift observed in [69] that is about 30 meV for Al molar fraction of 0.05 and the disappearance of the WL photoresponse peak at larger Al molar fractions.

As already mentioned, the presented results have been obtained within the effective mass approximation. A preliminary check of the robustness of the results is carried out by repeating the analysis with the 8-band $k \cdot p$ method for configurations C2 and
C5. As shown in figure 4.7, the calculated shift in transition energy for the GS and WL states of C5 configuration - with Al fraction of 0.2 - with respect to the C2 one, are approximately 50 meV and 80 meV, respectively, in reasonable agreement with those estimated with the effective mass approximation. Clearly, the error increases as the state number increases, and thus is larger for the WL state, since the error introduced by the constant effective mass approximation becomes larger for higher energy states. It is worth noticing that also the dependence of energy shift on Al fraction predicted by the k·p method is comparable with the one obtained with the effective mass approximation.

![Fig. 4.7 Transition energies of the first 10 QD states with configuration C2 and C5, calculated by the 8-band k·p model.](image)

**4.4 Effect of WL States on photovoltage**

Correlation between QD media and solar cell performance is studied considering the simple structure mentioned in the previous chapter that is a simple GaAs-only solar
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cell without widegap window and back surface field layers, whose intrinsic region is made by a stack of 20 QD layers separated by GaAs spacer layers of about 50 nm thickness. In previous chapter we studied the cell to assess the effect of selective doping on photovoltaic behavior and photoluminescence. The reported QD media is taken as reference: these QDs are characterized by WL, ES, and GS energy states at about 1.29, 1.22 and 1.13 eV with inter-level spacing and capture and relaxation time constants specified in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 QD Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QD plane density [cm$^{-2}$]</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES and GS degeneracy</td>
<td>4, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL density of states [cm$^{-2}$]</td>
<td>$2.4 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_{B-WL}$, $\Delta E_{WL-ES}$, $\Delta E_{ES-GS}$ [meV]</td>
<td>140, 62, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \tau_{B-WL}$, $\Delta \tau_{WL-ES}$, $\Delta \tau_{ES-GS}$ [ps]</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{CAP,B-WL}}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP,WL-ES}}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP,ES-GS}}$ [ps]</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{WL}}$, $\tau_{\text{ES}}$, $\tau_{\text{GS}}$ [ns]</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD thickness ($t_{QD}$) [nm]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The influence of Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As barriers embedding the QDs is studied in terms of shift of the WL energy state in the conduction band with respect to the reference QD media. We focus on electron states only, since hole states are found to be shallower and with a small energy separation, providing a very efficient thermal coupling to the barrier, for all the studied QD configurations. For the sake of simplicity we neglect the simultaneous GS and ES levels shift, since at high doping levels the photovoltage is not influenced by these levels and therefore the hypothesis does not affect the amount of photovoltage recovery. On the other hand, for the undoped or low doping case, the hypothesis provides a worst-case prediction of achievable $V_{oc}$. As stated in previous chapter, comparable voltage recovery may be expected regardless of the specific doping technique for QDs therefore, in the following we restrict the analysis to directly-doped cells, where direct doping is modeled by placing a 5 nm thick $\delta$-doping layer at each QD layer. The sheet density of dopants is set to a multiple ($\alpha$) of the QD density so as to nominally provide $\alpha$ carriers per dot. Simulations, carried out at ambient temperature (T = 300 K) include barrier radiative recombination,
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with radiative coefficient set to $2.0 \times 10^{-10} \text{cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}$, and defect induced non-radiative recombination with Shockley Read Hall (SRH) carrier lifetime of 500 ns, corresponding to a high quality barrier, working close to the radiative limit. Radiative lifetime in QD states is set to 1 ns.

Figure 4.8 shows the External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of undoped cells with QD media with WL confinement energy ($\Delta E_{\text{B-WL}}^e$) reduced from 140 meV (reference QD) to 60 meV. Besides WL shift and consequent reduction of the harvested light spectral range, a slight decrease of ES and GS states is observed due to the decreased thermal coupling between these states and the WL one. The penalty is however negligible in terms of total QD photogeneration and will be even smaller if concomitant upward shift of GS and ES is accounted for.

![Fig. 4.8 Calculated external quantum efficiency for WL confinement, $\Delta E_{\text{B-WL}}^e$, ranging between 140 meV and 60 meV. The inset shows the EQE in the whole spectral range.](image)

Figure 4.9 analyses the combined effect of WL shift and selective doping on the achievable open circuit voltage. For the sake of reference, a baseline GaAs cell with the same geometry reaches a $V_{oc}$ of 0.953 eV. The undoped cell is insensitive to the WL position, since the photovoltage loss is dominated by the radiative recombination through the confined states. As doping is introduced, carrier capture in these states
is reduced by strengthening the thermal escape from the QDs (i.e. moving the WL state closer to the barrier) and remarkable loss mitigation is possible, by blocking via doping the further relaxation in the GS and ES, that would otherwise behave as very efficient recombination centers. For the larger WL confinement, selective doping allows for a $V_{oc}$ recovery of about 80 mV, that increases to about 110 mV for the reduced WL cell, attaining almost full $V_{oc}$ recovery ($V_{oc} = 0.950$ V). The results compare very well with the literature data of similar structures, where the maximum demonstrated $V_{oc}$ recovery ranges between 105 mV in the direct-doped cells [50] to 120 mV in modulation-doped cells [49].

The raise of photovoltage with doping density becomes larger as WL state is less confined owing to the reduced thermal coupling via WL states between barrier and QD confined states. As shown in figure 4.10, this leads to a more efficient filling of ES and GS states through doping. Thus, reduction of the WL somewhat relaxes the amount of doping level required for attaining large $V_{oc}$ recovery. As a matter of fact, high density doping could even deteriorate the material quality inducing further nonradiative recombination centers [53, 73]. Moreover, doping obviously causes
some penalty in the achievable QD photogeneration. Thus, engineering QD shape and size combined with doping could provide a better trade-off in terms of power conversion efficiency. In the present case study, the cell with deeper WL reaches a maximum efficiency of 16.6% at 15 e/dot, while the cell with shallower WL reaches an optimum efficiency of 17.24% (slightly lower than the reference cell optimum efficiency of 17.28%) at 10 e/dot doping level. These results are very encouraging, considering that the model completely neglects any mechanism that could mitigate thermalization losses, such as two-photon absorption [11] or carrier escape through scattering with hot electrons [74, 75]. Furthermore, even in such situation, enhancing QD photogeneration, e.g. through light-trapping approaches, could make the QD cell to overcome its bulk counterpart [48].

![Graph](image-url)

**Fig. 4.10** Occupation probability in the QD states (at open circuit condition) as a function of the nominal per dot density and WL confinement.

In conclusion, once capture and recombination through GS and ES have been suppressed, WL states remain as the ultimate recombination channel loss induced by QDs. The reduction of WL confinement and the enhanced thermal coupling between WL and barrier weakens the effective capture rate in WL, as evidenced
by the decrease of WL states occupation probability as WL energy shifts towards the barrier. This turns into a decreased photoluminescence at room temperature in capped QDs as experimentally observed in [68], and yields the full recovery of $V_{oc}$ observed in figure 4.9.

### 4.5 Correlation between $V_{oc}$ penalty and effective quantum dot capture time

The competition between barrier and QD recombination channels and their influence on the cell photovoltage may be clearly appraised by analyzing the free charge balance across the cell at open circuit. Under DC condition, by using first-order lifetime approximations for the net barrier recombination terms and the net QD capture rate, the continuity can be recast as:

$$\frac{1}{q} \frac{\partial J_n}{\partial x} - \frac{n}{\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{B}}} - \frac{n}{\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}} + G_{\text{ph}}^{B} = 0 \quad (4.1)$$

where the lifetimes $\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{B}}, \tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}$ represent the equivalent effective lifetime for recombination mechanisms involving barrier states [76] and the effective QD capture (and subsequent recombination) time through QD states, respectively. At open circuit the cell operates close to flat-band condition, thus $\frac{\partial J_n}{\partial x} = 0$. Using the junction law $n \approx n_0 \exp \left(\frac{V}{V_T}\right), n_0$ being the thermal equilibrium electron density, eq.4.1 yields an approximate compact expression for the open circuit voltage, from which we can estimate the penalty, $\Delta V_{oc}$, induced by the QDs:

$$\Delta V_{oc} \approx V_T \ln \left(1 + \frac{\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{B}}}{\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}} \right) \quad (4.2)$$

Clearly, when $\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{B}} \gg \tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}$, e.g. in the undoped cell, $\Delta V_{oc} \approx V_T \ln \left(\frac{\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{B}}}{\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}} \right)$ when $\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{B}} \ll \tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}, \Delta V_{oc} \approx 0$. The effective QD capture time, estimated as the ratio between the average carrier density and the average net capture rate across the QD region, is analyzed in figure 4.11 as a function of doping density and barrier-WL energy...
spacing. At low doping levels, $\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}$ is weakly dependent on WL state confinement and increases exponentially with the doping density in agreement with the theoretical predictions in [77] and experimental data in [78]. Namely, considering the thermally activated nature of the process, we find that $\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}$ grows as $\exp\left(\frac{K\alpha}{k_B T}\right)$, with $K\alpha = 15 - 20 \text{ meV}/(\text{e/dot})$ depending on the doping density. At larger doping levels, the increase of $\tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{QD}}$ with doping is slower, due to the large density of states available in the WL. However, the reduced WL confinement causes a marked reduction of carriers capture in QDs, owing to the decreased WL occupation probability seen in figure 4.10.

![Graph showing effective QD capture time as a function of nominal doping density](image)

Fig. 4.11 Effective QD capture time estimated from the numerical simulations at open circuit condition.

Finally, figure 4.12 maps the open circuit voltage penalty of QD cells, $\Delta V_{\text{oc}}$, as a function of the effective QD capture time for the different doping levels and WL energies. Numerical data show a good correlation with the analytical expression in eq.4.2. The deviation from a pure exponential dependence can be understood taking into account that doping influences, besides QD dynamics, the potential profile and non radiative recombination in the barrier. For increasing doping levels, the equivalent barrier lifetime in eq.4.2 must be increased from 10 ns to 100 ns to follow
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the trend shown by the numerical data, pointing out the complex interplay between QD and barrier recombination mechanisms. Nonetheless eq.4.2 provides a simple expression to derive an indicative estimation of QD capture rate from the measured $V_{oc}$ loss.

![Diagram showing correlation between $V_{oc}$ penalty and effective QD capture time.](image)

Fig. 4.12 Correlation between the $V_{oc}$ penalty and effective QD capture time in figure 4.11. Symbols are the results of numerical simulations, grouped by doping level and for WL confinement changing from 140 to 60 meV. Solid lines represent the $V_{oc}$ penalty calculated according to eq.4.2.

Results show that wetting layer reduction is effective only in charged QDs, because the reduction of thermal coupling between barrier and QD states must occur together with a reduction of QD radiative recombination which can be achieved by filling the QD confined states through doping. Nevertheless, wetting layer reduction is shown to reduce, at least to some extent, the doping density required for $V_{oc}$ recovery. In this context it is worth noticing that the full recovery achieved in [68] is the result of reduction of wetting layer confinement, low interdot (1 e/dot) modulation doping and substantial uniform doping (n-type, $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$) of the QD region.
Chapter 5

Future studies: QD systems with Type-II band alignment

The chapter provides a brief description of type-II band alignment based on GaSb/GaAs material system and presents a preliminary study of the competition between thermal and optical escape processes in GaSb/GaAs quantum dot solar cells. In fact, the GaSb/GaAs system presents interband and intraband dynamics which are more promising than those of the InAs/GaAs system in view of attaining the IB operating regime \[18\]. To this aim, the model described in Chapter 2 includes now intersubband optical processes.

5.1 GaSb/GaAs type-II quantum dot solar cells

GaSb quantum dots with staggered band alignment (type-II) are grown on GaAs surface upon 1.2 nm deposition of GaSb \[79\]. Like InAs quantum dots, the GaSb quantum dot growth is a self-organized Stranski-Krastanov process. In GaSb/GaAs material system, the holes are confined deeply within GaSb valence band. Such a deep confinement in a direct gap material provides photon absorption and detection in mid (3-5 µm) wavelength infrared (MWIR) window. Formation of GaSb QDs, results in new PL peak in addition to the WL. This peak is due to the radiative recombination between 0D holes and the electrons in the quantum shell around GaSb \[79\].

Suzuki et al. \[80\] investigated the excitation power dependence of the PL peak
energies for the GaSb/GaAs QDs. The study shows that the QD peak shifts towards higher energies with increasing excitation power density which is an indication for type-II band alignment. The shift of the QDs peak was observed to be 6.5 times larger than that of the WL (See figure 5.1).

Fig. 5.1 Taken from [80]. The excitation power dependence of the PL peak energies for the GaSb/GaAs QDs. The inset shows a schematic diagram of the conduction and valence bands for type-II band alignment with a band bending effect due to spatially separated charge.

Regarding the temperature behavior of the PL, WL thermal quenching of GaSb/GaAs is observed in experimental studies [79, 80] (See figures 5.2 and 5.3). In [79] at temperature higher than 100 K, the PL is dominated by lower QD energy state and the peaks follow the temperature dependency of GaAs bandgap. The study suggests that this dominance is due to the thermally evaporated holes from the WL and their subsequent capture by the QDs. Other explanations are given in [80]: (i) With increasing temperature, PL quenching of WL is dominated by recombination
through interface defects. (ii) The observed thermal quenching of the PL is due to
dissociation of excitons into electron-hole pairs which can then escape from WL via
thermionic emission.

Fig. 5.2 Taken from [80]. Temperature dependence of PL spectra for the GaSb QDs. With
increasing temperature.
Thermal emission in type-II QD systems have two competing mechanism: (1) Suppression of thermal emission due to large confinement potential and enhanced energy quantization. (2) Large effective mass in valence band which reduces energy quantization and enhances thermal emission [18]. Hwang et al. [18] investigated the competition between thermal escape and optical generation for type-II GaSb/GaAs QD system. The study shows that thermal emission in type-II GaSb/GaAs QDs is lower than the one of type-I InAs/GaAs QDs. Moreover, in type-II GaSb/GaAs QDs, optical emission becomes dominant at high solar concentration (1000x and higher).
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Fig. 5.4 Taken from [18]. Optical and thermal emission of holes in GaSb/GaAs QDs under different solar concentration

5.2 Preliminary study of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot solar cells

Two quantum dot models are considered in our study as representative of InAs/GaAs type-I and GaSb/GaAs type-II QDs within an identical bulk structure: a p-i-n configuration illuminated from the p-side. The p-emitter consists of 50 nm p⁺ and 100 nm p-GaAs with doping density of $5 \times 10^{18}$ and $1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ respectively. 100 nm intrinsic region contains 5 stacks of QDs with QD plane density of $1 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$ for each QD layer. The intrinsic region is grown with 50 nm intrinsic GaAs buffer layer on top of 50 nm n⁺ GaAs with doping density of $1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. The two QD configurations are shown in figure 5.5.
For InAs/GaAs type-I QDs, the parameters are taken from the previous study mentioned in chapter 3. Regarding GaSb/GaAs type-II QDs, one confined energy state is considered with confinement energy level of 350-400 meV. Furthermore, the WL is eliminated due to the observed thermal quenching of WL peak at room temperature PL measurements [79, 81] (see figure 5.3). The radiative recombination lifetime is obtained based on time resolved PL (TRPL) measurements in [82, 83]. According to these studies the radiative recombination lifetime in the staggered band-aligned of GaSb QDs is longer than that one of the type-I QDs due to lower spatial overlap between electron and hole wavefunctions.

Liang et al. [82] reported a decay time of $\tau = 11.5$ ns. Sun et al. [83] extracted two components for the decay time: An initial intensity-dependent fast component with $\tau_1 = 7.5$ ns and an intensity-independent slow tail component with $\tau_2 = 23$ ns. The study suggested that the overlap between electrons and holes depends on the hole population in the confined state. Therefore, as the hole population decreases, the band bending near the QDs and consequently the overlap between electron and hole wavefunctions decreases. Since our model accounts for constant radiative lifetime for QD states, a radiative lifetime of 10 ns is assumed for the simulation of GaSb/GaAs QDs which is an order of magnitude larger than the one of InAs/GaAs type-I.

The capture time is assumed to be 5 ps as identified by Komolibus et al. [84]. Due to lack of enough experimental data on absorption coefficient in GaSb/GaAs QDs and to have a reasonable comparison between the two QD models, the absorption profiles for both type-I and type-II QDs are assumed to be constant over the corresponding QD states energy transition range. Respecting Van Roosbroeck-Shockley relation [26], the first transition absorption coefficient (confined state $\rightarrow$ CB)
in type-II QDs is assumed to be an order of magnitude weaker than of that of the type-I since the radiative recombination lifetime in type-II QDs is assumed to be an order of magnitude larger than of the type-I QDs. Regarding the second transition (i.e. confined state → VB), the absorption coefficient is assumed to be equal to the type-I first transition. Luque et al. [85] also assumed $\alpha_{CI} < \alpha_{IV}$ due to delocalized electron wavefunction in the CB. The employed absorption coefficients are presented in figures 5.6 and 5.7 for type-I InAs/GaAs and type-II GaSb/GaAs QDs respectively.

Fig. 5.6 Absorption coefficient of type-I InAs/GaAs QDs along with bulk GaAs absorption.
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A summary of quantum dot parameters for type-I and type-II are presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.

Table 5.1 Type-I InAs/GaAs QD parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QD plane density [cm⁻²]</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL, ES, GS degeneracy</td>
<td>40, 4, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_B^{e}$, $\Delta_B^{\alpha}$, $\Delta_{\alpha}^{e}$, $\Delta_{\alpha}^{\alpha}$ [meV]</td>
<td>140, 62, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_B^{h}$, $\Delta_B^{\alpha}$, $\Delta_{\alpha}^{h}$, $\Delta_{\alpha}^{\alpha}$ [meV]</td>
<td>4, 4, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{e}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{\alpha}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{e}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{\alpha}$ [ps]</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{h}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{h}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{h}$, $\tau_{\text{CAP},B}^{h}$ [ps]</td>
<td>0.1, 0.1, 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{r},W}$, $\tau_{\text{r},E}$, $\tau_{\text{r},G}$ [ns]</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{W}$, $\alpha_{E}$, $\alpha_{G}$ [cm⁻¹]</td>
<td>5000, 5000, 5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2 Type-II GaSb/GaAs QD parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QD plane density [cm$^{-2}$]</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confined state degeneracy</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_h^{B}$-confined state [meV]</td>
<td>350-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_h^{CAP,B}$-confined state [ps]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_l^{confined}$ [ns]</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ [cm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to obtain the sub-bandgap response of GaSb/GaAs QDSC, the photocurrent is simulated at short circuit with two monochromatic light sources, each with intensity equal to 1 mW cm$^{-2}$. The secondary light source illuminates photons with energy equal to the first energy transition (i.e. QD state $\rightarrow$ CB). This light source (also known as photo-filling light source) is necessary to maximize the hole density in the confined state of undoped QDSCs to complete the second transition [86]. The primary light source is then swept over the wavelength. Figure 5.8 presents the short circuit spectral response (at ambient temperature) of the type-II GaSb/GaAs QD device. The peak at 3.5 $\mu$m is due to the large valence band discontinuity.
The behavior of photocurrent at 3.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) with respect to bias intensity (secondary light source) is shown in figure 5.9. In the figure \( dE \) denotes the energy confinement of the QDs. The simulation results show that photocurrent tends to saturate at high intensity for the confinement energy of 400 meV which is due to suppression of thermal escape from the QDs while for the case of 350 meV the linear behavior suggests that the escape mechanism is still dominated by thermal emission at room temperature. The contribution of second optical transition (QD state\( \rightarrow \) VB) is single out in figure 5.10 showing a larger contribution with stronger quadratic dependence of 2nd photon transition for the case of 400 meV.
Fig. 5.9 Photocurrent at $\lambda = 3.5\,\mu\text{m}$ as a function of intensity of the bias illumination at the first transition wavelength (CB $\rightarrow$ QD state)
5.2 Preliminary study of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot solar cells

5.2.1 Thermal and optical escape competition in quantum dot solar cells

Figure 5.11 presents the spatial average of optical and thermal escape rates in undoped QDSC at short circuit with type-I and type-II QDs. The figure highlights the crossing point where the optical escape due to second photon transition dominates over the thermal one in type-II QDSC, while, in type-I InAs/GaAs QDs thermal escape remains the dominant process up to the maximum sun concentration. Moreover, the crossing point in type-II QDs presents a dependence on the confinement energy level (denoted by dE in the figure). The crossing point at 1000 sun concentration obtained for confinement energy level of 350 meV is in good agreement with the one reported by Hwang et al. [18].
Future studies: QD systems with Type-II band alignment

Fig. 5.11 Competition between thermal and optical escape mechanism in two case studies at short circuit for undoped QDSCs

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate the spatial distribution of the two escape mechanisms of type-II QDSCs at short circuit for two confinement level values of 350 and 400 meV, respectively, and under three different sun concentrations.
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Fig. 5.12 Spatial distribution of thermal and optical escape rate for type-II GaSb/GaAs undoped QDSC with confinement energy of 350 meV at short circuit illuminated with (a) 1 Sun (b) 200 Sun and (c) 1000 Sun

Fig. 5.12 Spatial distribution of thermal and optical escape rate for type-II GaSb/GaAs undoped QDSC with confinement energy of 350 meV at short circuit illuminated with (a) 1 Sun (b) 200 Sun and (c) 1000 Sun
Future studies: QD systems with Type-II band alignment

Fig. 5.13 Spatial distribution of thermal and optical escape rate for type-II GaSb/GaAs undoped QDSC with confinement energy of 400 meV at short circuit illuminated with (a) 1 Sun (b) 50 Sun and (c) 200 Sun
5.2 Preliminary study of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot solar cells

5.2.2 Light-trapping enhanced quantum dot solar cells

Light management schemes that can be implemented in thin-film solar cells is a promising way to improve effectively QD photogeneration. Since QDSCs suffer from limited light harvesting of the QDs, light-trapping technique can be exploited in order to enhance the QD absorption length [87]. In particular, periodic nanophotonic gratings can be implemented within a thin-film configuration (i.e. removing the substrate, e.g. through wafer epitaxial lift-off [88]) to achieve effective light-trapping. Figure 5.14 illustrates the propagation of a light ray in three different structures: (a) normal bulk cell without back reflector (b) thin-film with a rear planar reflector, and (c) thin-film with rear textured reflector.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 5.14 Propagation of a light ray in three different structures: (a) normal bulk cell without back reflector (b) thin-film with a rear planar reflector, and (c) thin-film with rear textured reflector.

Light-trapping in the textured thin-film cells is modeled by assuming multiple incoherent reflections between the front and rear surfaces characterized by the reflectance \( R_f \) and \( R_b \), respectively. A schematic illustration of the model is shown in the figure 5.15.
In the figure $R_b$, $R_f$, and $R_{ext}$ are the effective reflectance of the cell rear surface, the top internal reflectance, and the reflectance at the illuminated surface respectively. Under the assumption of Lambertian light trapping [89, 90], $R_b$ is assumed to be angular independent and the top internal reflectance $R_f$ is given as

$$R_f = 1 - R_{ext}$$

(5.1)

Where $n$ is the semiconductor refractive index. The total optical energy flux (W/cm$^2$) in the cell can be written as the combination of downward and upward propagation fluxes:

$$\phi(x) = \phi^{inc} (1 - R_{ext}) \frac{T^+(x) + R_b T^+(L) T^-(x)}{1 - R_b R_f T^+(L) T^-(0)}$$

(5.2)

Where $\phi^{inc}$ is the incident solar flux and $T^+$ and $T^-$ are the downward and upward transmittance, respectively. Assuming perpendicular propagation, $T^+ = T^- = \exp(-\alpha L)$ which yields the maximum absorbance of $2n^2$ in the weak absorption limit ($\alpha L \to 0$). Considering the oblique rays and averaging them over the angle of propagation, the well-known Lambertian limit [91] can be achieved. This limit can be derived from equation 5.3 by comparing the absorbance of a textured cell $a(\lambda)$ and that of a planar cell in the weak absorption limit ($\alpha L \to 0$).

$$a(\lambda) = \frac{4n^2 \alpha L}{4n^2 \alpha L + 1}$$

(5.3)

Where $n$ is the refractive index, $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient (cm$^{-1}$), and $L$ is the optical length (cm).
In the simulation we considered normal incident and the optical power inside the cell is computed according to the equation 5.2. Figure 5.16 shows the competition between thermal and optical escape mechanisms of a doped (6h/dot) QDSC with GaSb/GaAs type-II QDs with rear planar and textured reflector (denoted in the figure by DP and LT, respectively). The figure highlights the dominance of optical escape at lower sun concentration in the structure with textured reflector.

5.2.3 Behavior of $V_{oc}$ with respect to sun concentration

Theoretically, for a conventional solar cell the short circuit current increases linearly with respect to sun concentration while $V_{oc}$ increases logarithmically. For IBSC on the other hand, due to the consequence of IB carrier dynamics (photo-filling and second photon transition) the short circuit increases with larger rate, giving rise to a superlinear behavior of $V_{oc}$ with respect to sun concentration in logarithmic scale [12].

Simple approximated equation can be found for $V_{oc}$ by setting the net current equal
to zero in solar cell equation.

\[ V_{oc} \approx n V_T \log(J_{sc}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

Since the short circuit current is linearly proportional to sun concentration, this relation can be rewritten as

\[ V_{oc} \approx n V_T \log(X_{sun}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Figure 5.17 highlights the superlinear behavior of \( V_{oc} \) in type-II QDSC, while the ideality factor of 1 in type-I QDSC is an indication of thermally limited behavior.
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Fig. 5.17 Evolution of open circuit voltage with respect to sun concentration for conventional bulk cell, undoped type-I InAs/GaAs QDSC and undoped type-II GaSb/GaAs with confinement energy of 400 meV.

Although \( V_{oc} \) is smaller in type-II QDSC, it increases with larger rate compared to the type-I. The superlinear behavior of \( V_{oc} \) is due to the fact that at higher concentration larger voltage is required in order to compensate for the larger net carrier generation via IB [12].

In conclusion, going from thermally limited regime to optically dominated regime requires more confined energy states in quantum dot solar cells. GaSb/GaAs quantum
dot system is more promising in view of attaining the IB operating regime thanks to the larger energy confinement and also providing longer radiative recombination lifetime. Furthermore, the large confinement in VB makes this device more suitable for operating at higher temperature.
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